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INTRODUCTICN

"I Think in Metaphor"

1

William Golding's four novels (Lord of the Flies, The Inheritors.
Pincher Martin, and Free Fall) are, without exception, moral parables
in which certain specific distinctions are made between what is gen
erally called good and evil.

The general meaning of the term "moral"

in the context of this paper must be explored.

It refers to man's

concept of what is right, just, or ethical, but also by implication
refers to man's ability to discriminate between right and wrong.

Each

of Golding's novels focuses on the moral nature of its characters,
and the dominant problems raised in them are moral. A clear
dichotomy exists in all four between good and its sources and evil
and its sources.
man's soul.

Golding is preoccupied with examining the state of

As E. M. Forster has commented: "He believes in the

Fall of Man and perhaps in Original Sin. Or, if he does not believe,
he fears.Paul Elmer has also seen these four novels as connected
by similar themes and has noted in Christianity and Crises, "Despite
the variety of subject, there is one theme:

the lost paradise."

These and other critics have recognized Golding's preoccupation with

^ E. M. Forster, "Introduction," Lord of the Flies (CowardMcCann, New York, 1962), xi.
^ Paul Elmer, "Prince of the Devils," Christianity and Crises
XXIII (February 4, 1963) 7.
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human evil.

No one, however, has discussed his equally important

preoccupation with human good.

A conflict between good and evil

dominates each of the four novels.

Golding is a moralist who

examines both sides of the coin.
But Golding's moral focus is not specifically Christian. In
a radio interview he maintained, '"I regard myself as a religious,
but possibly incmpetently religious man.'"'^

His approach to moral

questions is general rather than related to a specific religious
doctrine.

As one critic has noted:
...he is concerned not with man in relation to
society but with man in relation to his universe,
and to himself. The problems which are central
in his novels are the eternal questions of the
religious man: the nature of good and evil, guilt
and responsibility, the meaning of death, and
free will.^

Golding's purpose is to analyze the forces which influence man's moral
nature as well as that nature itself.

In a recent interview he

explained:
"I'm not saying anyone is evil. I set out to
discover whether there is that in man viiiich makes
him do what he does, that's all. iVhen I was young,
before the war, I did have some airy-fairy views
about man...,But I went through the war and that
changed me. The war taught me different and a lot
of others like me."^

^ "Bending Over Backwards," London Times Literary Supplement,
(October 23, 1959) 668.
^ Sam Hynes, "Novels of a Religious Man: William Golding's
Allegories," Commonweal, LXI (March 4, 1960) 673-674.
^ Douglas M. Davis, "A Conversation with Golding," New Republic,
148 (May 4, 1963) 29.
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William Golding's concept of those forces which effect man's
moral nature is influenced not only by Christianity and religious
precepts in general but also by anthropology in Lord of the Flies
and The Inheritors, by political science in Lord of the Flies, by
Freudian thought in Lord of the Flies, Pincher Martin, and Free Fall,
and finally by linguistic studies in Hie Inheritors.

Golding's

examinations of man as a moral being take into account many of this
century's scholarly findings about man but place them in an
essentially moral frame of reference.
The moral focus of Golding's novels necessitates the frequent
use of abstract terms.
this paper.

The following definitions apply throughout

Innocence is that state in which man existed in the

Garden of Eden prior to eating the fruit of the tree of knowledge.
This term implies not only the absence of sin and guilt but also
the absolute lack of knowledge of any situation other than that of
total innocence. Sin is essentially a theological term which refers
to a wilful breaking of divine law or disobeying the divine will.
For Golding a "sin" may also be ignoring or violating a moral good.
Evil is essentially the opposite of good, just as innocence is often
thought of as a state in which evil is completely absent.

Evil, too,

is the consequence of the sin of disregarding a moral good.

Guilt

is a terra which refers to the moral consequences for man of an evil
act as well as to the knowledge that such evil exists.

This concept

pertains especially to the human conscience and our cognizance that
wrong has been done and will be done again.
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Morality for Golding is a matter of the crucial choices men
make between what is good and what is evil.

In his novels, Golding

clearly presents those things in the human world which are good as
well as those things which are evil.

He uses the parable to trans

form his abstract subject into a concrete statement about life.
Only when the parables in Golding's novels and their distinctions
between certain "goods" and specific "evils" are pointed out and
understood can the reader recognize the distinctive characteristics
of Golding's moral world.

Choosing the term "parable" to describe

these intricate novels may seem arbitrary, but there are several
reasons for this choice.
The term "parable" is not commonly used by critics to describe
the novels of William Golding; instead they are often described as
allegories.

Technically an allegory is defined as:

A form of art which presents a second meaning
beneath the surface meaning. It is an expanded
metaphor in which the characters, actions, or
ideas stand for some other, for a system of
ideas with the meaning implied, not expressly
stated.^
In this specific sense, Golding's works are not allegorical. He does
not write, "the sort of allegory which depends on the establishment
of neat one-for-one relationships between things inside and outside
the story,If one compared Golding's novels to traditional

6 Reader's Companion to World Literature, (New York, 1956) 15-16.
^ Philip Drew, "Second Reading," Cambridge Review (October 27,
1956) 79.
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allegories such as John Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress or Jonathan
Swift's Tale of a Tub, their distinctly unallegorical qualities are
immediately apparent.
In lieu of the term "allegory," some critics have substituted
"fable" as a descriptive term for these highly symbolic works. The
fable, however, is defined by most authorities as:
An allegorical tale conveying a moral or a
principle of behavior; the characters are
usually animals talking like human beings,
but keeping their animal traits. Often
the moral is appended in the form of a proverb.
Some critics expand this term to suit their particular purpose.

For

example, J. Peter has defined the fable as, "A deliberate translation
of a proposition into the dramatized terms of art."^

While this

broad application of the term does suit Golding's work, the tradi
tional associations of the word "fable" make it unsuitable as a
general descriptive term for these intricate novels.

The parable,

on the other hand, is technically, "a briefer, less systematic allegory"^^ and thus suits the purposes of this thesis well.

In addition,

its connotation is essentially a moral one.
Golding's novels, like Biblical parables, do not specifically

O
Reader's Companion to World Literature, 158-159,
Q
J, Peter, "The Fables of Vtilliam Golding," Kenyon Review
XIX, 583,
Reader's Companion to World Literature, 16.
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state their meaning or message but strongly imply that point.

In

describing Lord of the Flies, Philip Drew calls that novel, "a
parable whose truth must be recognized, not discovered intellectu
ally, a sustained metaphor for human experience, for 'the end of
innocence, the darkness of man's heart.V. S. Pritchett agrees
with Drew and maintains that:
...in making us feel in the current in the modem
world, instead of being stranded and deadened by
it, in providing us with secret parables, in
unveiling important parts of the contanporary
anguish and making them heroic,
imaginable, /Goldin^T" is unique.
For Golding the manner in which the tale is told is less im
portant than our apprehension of its meaning.
in human values than in technique.

He is more interested

Crucial, therefore, is Golding's

own admission, '"Originally I think in metaphor.His novels
are extended metaphors whose moral intent, as well as their method,
make the term parable an appropriate choice.
The moral world Golding delineates with this parable-like
approach is particularly distinctive.

Those facets of human existence

which to him seem evil, as well as those facets which are good, to
gether create a moral world full of despair yet suggesting hope too,
a world both terrifying and dazzling, a world complex yet simple, a

Drew, 84
12

V. S. Pritchett, "Secret Parable," New Statesman 56,
(August 2, 1958) 146.
"Bending Over Backwards," 668.

world in which man's sins and his spirit are dissected with
compassion for the hviman condition but without sentimentality.

Chapter I
"The Darkness of the World"
The Nature of Evil

Chapter I
"The Darkness of the World"
The Nature of Evil
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The basic evil analyzed by William Golding in Lord of the Flies

5

is human cruelty, epitomized by the verve with which the boys chant
their ritual murder song. "Kill the pig!
pig!

Bash him in!"^

Cut his throat!

Kill the

The fire set by the boys at the novel's end to

trap Ralph symbolizes the inferno of cruelty into which this microcosm
of human society has transformed Paradise,

By the end of the novel

the small boys, marooned on a desert island after a plane crash, are
totally possessed by their sav§ge impulses.
destroyed indiscriminately.

Pigs and people are

Morality, the ability to discriminate

between right and wrong, has been abandoned.

Thus Golding demonstrates

that untrammeled cruelty results in the wanton descruction of all
except Ralph that was good on the island.

Itself an evil, this

destruction is specifically caused by two human sins which stimulate
and spread cruelty, the basic evil.
Cruelty is possible only when the individual either neglects
his individual human responsibility for other individuals or else
neglects his social responsibility for the welfare of his entire
groi^).

When the small boy with the mulberry birthmark disappears in

the first fire set by his fellows, no one even notices. Nobody
realized that the fire had trapped him until the always rational
Piggy asks:

^ William Golding, Lord of the Flies, (New York, Capricorn
Books, G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1959) 106.
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"That little 'un that had a mark on his face—
where is—he now? I tell you I don't see him.
The boys looked at each other fearfully,
unbelieving,
"—where is he now?"
Ralph muttered the reply as if in shame.
"Perhaps he went back to the, the—
He is lost, dead, because of the boys* cruel failure to take note of
him and his whereabouts.

Ralph's shame is a result of his recogni

tion of that failure.
Many instances in the novel illustrate the consequences when one
individual or a group neglects social responsibilities.

The signal

fire the boys resolve to keep burning atop the mountain in hope of
attracting a rescue ship is an example of just such a responsibility,
"svhen a ship does pass and might have seen the sign, the fire is out;
Jack and his hunters are off in search of a pig.

Their selfish

neglect at this point is indirectly responsible for many cruelties
which subsequently occur.

Piggy's death, one of those cruelties,

occurs because he demands that Jack and his cohorts remember their
social responsibilities.

Just before the rock levered by Roger

crushes him. Piggy shouts, "'Which is better—to have rules and agree,
3
or to hunt and kill?'" His death satisfies the hunters' cruel
desire to destroy one of the two boys impeding their private desires.
Piggy who cries out in favor of the public good is destroyed by the
private lusts of his enemies.
Ignorance, the second evil in this novel, is also represented

2 Flies, 42.
^ Flies, 166.
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by the death of Piggy, whom Ralph eventually recognizes as a "true,
wise, friend,"'^

That evil consists of wilfully ignoring the realists

of this world who accurately assess the human situation and tell us
the rational truth.

Piggy is the novel's first prophet of truth.

Throughout the novel, most of the boys ignore and ridicule Piggy,
the rational being, because he is odd and socially unacceptable.
Fat, asthmatic, and bespectacled. Piggy is also "the only boy on the
island whose hair never seemed to grow."^ However, his matter-of-fact
ideas and intelligence consistently provide the island society with
important, rational concepts.

As he himself notes, "'Its them that

haven't no common sense that make trouble on this island.'"^

Piggy's

advice and his ideas are often scorned, but they are rejected be
cause of their source, not because they lack merit.

Most of the

boys content themselves with vague gestures toward rationality such
as the assembly procedure and the building of huts which eventually
prove useless.
Tne novel's second prophet of truth, Simon, an intuitive spokes
man for the world of the spirit, is also ignored. His truths are
just as valuable, if not more so, than Piggy's since Simon (instead
of totally discounting the possibility of fear) knows that it exists
and has found its source.

He has come to understand the internal,

irrepressible terror of every man about his existence.

^ fiies, 59.
^ Flies, 122.

He has also
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foimd the parachutist, the external object onto which all those
terrors have been projected by the island's populace.

About to

share his knowledge, Simon is killed by his comrades as they per
form the ritioal dance.

In their illogical emotional and physical

frenzy, the boys murder a fellow human.

Golding's point is obvious;

man operating imder such strains commits sins he does not intend.
The deaths of the boy with the mulberry birthmark. Piggy, and
Simon cannot be justified. These acts are evil.

They are, in

addition, terrifying symbols of even greater evils.

First of all,

the boys senselessly murder those prophets who want to tell them
the truth about their physical and spiritual situations.

Secondly,

these acts graphically illustrate the human propensity under
emotional strain or instinctual pressures toward wanton cruelty.
Finally they demonstrate man's total neglect of his fellows' welfare,
rights, and beliefs. In the moral world of IVilliam Golding that
neglect is mankind's greatest sin. His novels demonstrate a belief
that perversions of human society, which is potentially good, are
evil.

Ideally, society should serve all men; Lord of the Flies

demonstrates that it often does not.
A numbet of potential social goods and their perversion which
is evil are present in Lord of the Flies. The first of these goods
is power.

Jack represents the power-mad individual. He enters the

novel in full command of his black-robed choir, obviously skilled as
a leader.

Obsessed with a hunger for meat, blood, and death, he

becomes a leader whose sole interest is attracting others to his
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murderous cause.
Jack does not.
lead.

Ralph attempts to use his power constructively;

He is consequently guilty of misusing the power to

Roger, who enjoys tormenting others, also misuses his powers

and becomes Jack's executioner. Sam and Eric explain to Ralph that
Roger is a terror:
"And the chief—they're both—"
"—terrors''"
"—only Roger—
Roger frightens the twins because he wields "a nameless authority.
The brute force he represents is ruthless and amoral. Subordinates
obey him because they fear physical torture or death if they do not
comply.

Roger, who has no conscience, is even feared by Jack. He

is a terror because he devotes his power entirely to evil purposes.
Several tools of the human intellect are badly misused by the
members of the island society.

Language is used to distort truth.

In attempting to excuse the murder of Simon, Piggy says, "'It was an
accident,...that's \vhat it was.

An accident.

Coming in the dark--

he hadn't no business crawling like that out of the dark. He was
batty. He asked for it.At this point even the rational Piggy
lies. He knows, as does the reader, that Simon was not batty.

Here

Piggy misuses language in order to salve his tormented conscience.
Language is twisted to fit the speaker's purpose in other situations
as well.

For example, the brave hunter Jack speaks of fear:

^ Flies, 175.
^ Flies, 175.
^ Flies, 145.
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"You littluns started all this, with the fear
talk. Beasts! V/here from?...What does that
mean but nightmares? Anyway, you don't hunt or
build or help—you're a lot of cry-babies and
sissies....I've been all over this island. By
myself. If there was a beast I'd have seen it.^*^
Jack is lying.

He has not been everywhere on the island.

he has felt fear in the island's jungles.

Furthermore,

His speech is another

example of twisting words to one's private purposes.

Jack is more

interested in establishing before the group his own personal bravery
than in assuaging the fear which is destroying their society.
Language also fails the boys when they attempt to communicate
their deepest feelings and impulses.

Jack cannot explain his feeling

about hunting, "He tried to convey the compulsion to track down and
kill that was swallowing him up."^^

Before his ccmipetitor for the

role of group leader, Ralph too is unable to verbalize his emotions.
"He wanted to explain how people were never quite what you thought
12
they were."
Golding summarizes this scene of conflict and in
expressible wishes by nothing that the two, "walked along, two
continents of experience and feeling, unable to communicate."^^
Piggy cannot make the others understand how he feels about his odious
nickname or many of his ideas.

When Piggy tells Ralph his old nick

name and begs that it not be used, Ralph maliciously proceeds to
ignore his confidence.

Flies, 76-77.
FUes_, 46.
Flies, 49.
Flies, 49.

By using that nickname, Ralph uses language

to danonstrate his power over Piggy.

V/lien the boys discuss their

fear of a nameless unseen beast, Simon finds himself in a helpless
position similar to that of Piggy, and he becomes, "inarticulate in
his effort to express mankind's essential illness.Language not
only impedes communication because of its limitations, but also is
used for evil. The hunters* incantation is an excellent example of
language's fiendish potential for, in this instance, it incites the
boys to murder.
Mechanical tools of the human intellect which might serve worth
while purposes are also perverted and used for evil purposes in this
novel.

Piggy's glasses serve a simple, utilitarian purpose for the

nearsighted child, but they are transformed into a dangerous weapon ^
when the boys discover that they can be used to start fire^ Fire
itself is good because it is valuable for heat, reassurance, and
cooking.

Only its misuse by man is evil.

The plane which crashed

on the island can be used as a weapon of war as well as a means of
rescue.

The same dual function applies to the naval cruiser which

rescues the boys at the novel's conclusion.

Golding himself has

commented:
Hie officer, having interrupted a man-hunt,
prepares to take the children off the island
in a cruiser which will presently be hunting
its enemy in the same implacable way. And
who will rescue the adult and his cruiser?^^
Fire, the glasses, and the cruiser are, in themselves, amoral. It
is their perversion by man for evil purposes to which Golding objects

Flies, 82.
E. L. Epstein, "Afterward," Lord of the Flies, 189.
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Two tools of democratic government are misused by Jack and
his hunters.

The will of the people is potentially a force for

good; in Lord of the Flies it destroys the pseudo-democracy Ralph
and his ccsnpanions attonpt to create in favor of a care-free hunt
and kill tribal form of life in which all the members are absolutely
subservient to the wishes of a single dictator. Jack. The brute
force by which Jack rules is epitcanized by his dangerous henchman,
Roger.

Even Jack is wary of Roger's brutality, which signifies the

absolute unreasoning abuses of power of which man is capable.

Their

tribal society also misuses the strength of the many against the few.
The pursuit of Ralph which caps the novel is a terrifying acting
out of the perversion of that power.
The evils which William Golding discusses in detail in Lord of
the Flies consist in human cruelty, in man's failure to recognize and
heed those about him who can interpret and explain his condition, and
in the perversion of intellect and social goods.

II

Instead of focusing on a single society as does Lord of the
Flies,

the plot of Golding*s second novel is based on a comparison

of two societies.

One is riddled with evils; the other is not.

The basic theme here is that man at his most primitive, when he
existed on grubs and luck, was a better being than the civilized
men who are his successors on this earth.

Society in Lord of the

Flies becomes a gruesome demonstration of the vices of modem
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civilization.

In The Inheritors Lok and Fa's pre-hman family mocks

the more nearly human society which destroys them.

A territory

belonging to the small Neanderthal family is invaded by a group of
more advanced humans.
arrows.

They have discovered and use canoes and

The family is decimated because the new people fear the

strange, terrifying subhumans they have unexpectedly encountered.
The Neanderthals do not understnad the slaughter of their fellows,
and the novel ends ironically as the csily remaining member of the
family mourns his incomprehensible loss vdiile the "new men" flee
frantically from an ogre whose horrible propensities do not exist
but rather have been projected onto the "devil" by the new men's
terrified minds.
In The Inheritors, as in the novel which proceeded it, the basic
evil is man's cruel treatment of others.

The evils in this novel are

presented in terras of how a being innocent of sin or guilt sees and
interprets them.

Most of the book is told through Lok's eyes because

evils such as cruelty, anger, and hate are utterly incomprehensible
to one who has never encountered them before.

Tfte terror Lok feels

is the basic terror in this novel which possesses both old and new
people alike, an untrammeled fear of all that is unknown and in
explicable.

For Lok and for Tuami, this terror itself cannot be

understood; its causes are totally beyond comprehension.
Instances of the cruelty of man to man are many in this novel,
first in the wanton killing of Old Woman, Nil, and Ha who have neither
harmed the new people nor threatened them.

Lok and his tribe are the

victims of human cruelty in this novel. (Tne "new men," in contrast.
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are victims of their own terror.)

A second example is the abduction

of the infant "new one" and Liku.

The baby was stolen because Vivani

had lost her own child in a storm at sea.

Liku, whose disappearance,

capture, and death cause Lok so much anguish, was taken only as a
"joke."

No one among the "new men" has enough compassion to understand

Lok and Fa's desperate wish to recapture their children even though
such a wish on Vivani's part was the reason she adopted the "new one."
The treatment of Tanakil by her own people is a third example of
such cruelty. Driven mad by her horrifying experience, she is borne
away in the canoe fran the falls and their forest devils.
She did not move much and her quick breathing
fluttered a scrap of dried blood that hung on her
lower lip. The eyes were neither asleep nor awake.
Mow he could see them clearly he saw that the night
was going on in them for they were sunken and dark,
opaqueness without intelligence.^^
It is important to note that none of the evils described in The
Inheritors are characteristic of Lok and his tribe.

These evils are

so totally foreign to "the people" that they cannot understand them
or the motives and instincts \^^ich create such evils. Symbolic of
this failure on Lok and Fa's part to recognize or understand such
evil is the arrow incident.
^0^ moved from the beach, back along the trail,
faltered, stopped, then began to run. He flashed
into the open space where the dead tree was and
the sun was bright on the tuft of red feathers.
He looked toward the island, saw the bushes move,
then one of the twigs came twirling across the
river and vanished beyond him. He had a confused
idea that someone was trying to give him a present.

William Golding, The Inheritors, (London, 1955) 226.
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He would have smiled across at the bone-faced
man but no one was visible there.
Hie closest tlie innocent Lok comes to understanding the new men's
inherent evil is when he tracks their scent and, as is his habit,
assumes in that act some of the nature of the beast being stalked:
'With the scent of other I am other.
frightened and greedy.

I creep like a cat.

I am strong.'"

I am

This fragment of under

standing on Lok's part is not enough to illuminate his plight or to
save his tribe from the ravages worked by the new men.

In this novel

Golding works carefully with a distinction that exists in his mind
between evil and guilt.

Evil is simply the opposite of good.

Guilt

is more complex for it is man's ability to recognize evil's existence
as well as the mental consequences of that recognition of evil.

The

major irony in this novel is that the new men vdio are both evil and
guilty triimph by destroying every innocent good "forest devil" save
one.

Ill
IVhile Golding's first two novels concerned man both as an
individual and as a member of a society, however crude, his third
novel concerns a single character who instead of being heroic is
distinctly anti-heroic.

The novel is an account of Christopher

Hadley Martin's death when his ship is torpedoed and his subsequent
attempts to defy death and God by maintaining a semblance of his

17 Inheritors, 11.
Inheritors, 97.
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former existence.

Itfhen Martin is thrown off the bridge of his ship,

he carefully removes his seaboots.
He got his right leg across his left thigh and
heaved with sodden hands. The seaboot slipped
down his calf and he kicked it free. Once the
rubber top had left his toes he felt it touch
him once and then it was gone utterly. He forced
his left leg up, wrestled with the second boot
and got it free. Both boots had left hira,!^
The reader is apt to assume throughout the book that Martin is alive
and suffering on a real rock, but Golding's conclusion proves that
assumption wrong.

The naval officer who comes for Martin's body is

asked if the dead man suffered.
him.

You saw the body.

seaboots,'"20

He replies,

don't worry about

He didn't even have time to kick off his

Golding purposely reserves this

the novel's last page.

bit

of information for

The entire book's impact and its implications

consequently strike the reader at this point.

Martin constructs

his own hell whose physical contours and peculiarities seem to him
a refuge from watery death provided by an outcropping of rock in
the Atlantic, but which is actually a psychological recreation of the
form of a painful tooth he once had pulled.

Martin himself eventually

recognizes this fact.
His tongue was remembering. It pried into the
gap between the teeth and re-created the old,
aching shape. It touched the rough edge of the
cliff, traced the slope down, trench after aching
trench, down towards the smooth surface where the
Red Lion was, just above the gum—understood

Pincher Martin, 7-8.
20

Pincher Martin, 190.
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what was so hauntingly familiar and painful about
an isolated and decaying rock in the middle of
the sea.^^
Martin's existence and environment are phantasmagoric; only his
desperate desire to stay alive maintains him. His sojourn on the
rock is even more appalling when one recognizes that the tranendous
mental and physical anguish he experiences is real, although the
rock is not.

The sheer pain implicit in Golding's image of a hell

in which man deludes himself into believing he still lives is far
more horrible than any traditional, theological view of hell.
Painful as Martin's situation is, his fate is deserved. Golding's
presentation of this man's past life by means of flashbacks makes it
perfectly clear that he is evil.

Just as Christopher Hadley Martin

is greedy as he desperately grasps at constructing some remnant of
his previous existence after death, in life he grasped greedily at
people and things for his own benefit.

Self-aggrandizement, a form

of greed, has been his sole raison d'etre. The individuals who people
his often hallucinatory recollections are not characters in the usual
novelistic sense of the word; they are victims of Martin's over
weening greed, a greed which is the basic evil in this novel.
The novel's central images were carefully selected to illustrate
Martin's greed.

The title comes from the nickname members of the

British navy traditionally give to anyone with the surname Martin
just as those whose names were Miller or Clark were automatically dubbed

Pincher Martin, 159,
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"Dusty" and "Nobby" respectively.22

it is an appropriate name for

Pincher for he certainly does not exemplify the characteristics his
given name (Christ-bearer) implies. His grasping nature is far more
accurately described by "Pincher."
Eating is tremendously significant symbolically throughout the
novel. Pincher himself says:
The whole business of eating was peculiarly
significant. They made a ritual of it on
every level, the Facists as a punishment,
the religious as a rite, the cannibals either
as a ritual or as a medicine or as a superb
declaration to conquest. Killed and eaten.
And of course eating with the mouth was only
the gross expression of what was a universal
process. You could eat with your cock or with
your fists or with your voice. You could eat
with hobnailed boots or buying and selling or
marrying and begetting or cuckolding.23
Here Pincher is using the term eating in the sense of destruction by
devouring and thus assimilating to one's own private use.

He is

excusing self-aggrandizement by finding examples in this world of
others who caranit the same evil, disregarding others' rights in
order to gratify personal greed.
The epitome of the greed-eating images in this novel is the
maggot image. Pete, a drunken producer, is discoursing on a rare
Chinese dish i^^ich begins as a group of maggots placed in a tin box
with a fish.

22 Ian Blake, "Pincher Martin, William Golding, and 'Taffrail,'"
Notes and Queries IX (August, 1962) 309.
William Golding, Pincher Martin, (London, Penguin Books, 1962)
80-81.

"Well, when they've finished the fish, Chris,
they start on eating one another.
"Cheerful thought, old man."
"The little ones eat the tiny ones. The middlesized ones eat the little ones. Then the big ones
eat each other. Then there are two and then one
and where there was a fish is now one huge, success
ful maggot. Rare dish."^^
Pincher Martin's way of life has always been based on the theory
that one either ate or was eaten.

Consequently, his producer friend

implies that he should become a member of the "Dirty Maggot Club."
Evidence that Golding meant this image to be dominant is supplied
later in the novel when Martin hears a noise which is "the grat
ing and thump of a spade against an enormous tin box that had been
buried.Tnus Golding empnasizes the manner in which Pincher
has destroyed others so that he mignt eat and grow fat.

He iiimself

even uses the image when he thinks, "'I'm a bigger maggot than you
are!»"^6
Pincher Martin's method of eating his greedy way to supremacy
is illustrated in one of his more complicated and extended memories
made up of a series of his maggot-like triumphs.

Tlie vignettes

begin when he is refused sex by -lary Lovell as they drive home from
a pub. "'Where the road forks at the whitewashed tree, I'll hit it
with your side.
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You'll be burst and bitched.'"

Pincher Martin, 124.
Pincfier Martin, 172.
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Pincher Martin, 140.

Frightened she gives
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in and pleads, "'Please stop.'"

Tne scene shifts to a tine when

he was bike racing with Peter whose machine was better than his.
Pincher forces Peter to spill and hurt his leg so that he will not
lose and thinks to himself, "'Oh clever, clever, cleverIn the
subsequent scene he steals from the cash box knowing that he will
not be prosecuted as there was no record of its contents. He has
the gall to say to his victim, "'Have a drink with me sometime.
He remembers beginning an affair with the producer's wife so as to
secure better parts for himself through her recommendations. On
stage he is as selfish as off. "'You can't get any farther upstage
because of the table, but I can go all the way to the french
window...'"^®

This series of examples of Martin's devotion to the

principle of "eat, eat, eat!" is climaxed by two situations in
which Martin himself is "eaten." He is told by the director that
he is no longer essential and will therefore be eligible for the
armed forces.

lie begs his mistress Helen to intercede with Peter

on his behalf; having seen him with other women, she refuses.

When

Nat announces that he and Mary Lovell are to be married, this revela
tion makes Martin feel, "the bleak recognition rising in him of the
ineffable strength of these circumstances and this decision.

Not

where he eats but .where he is eaten.
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Pincher Martin, 138.

Pincher Martin, 140.

Pincher Martin, 139.

Pincher Martin, 143.

Pincher Martin, 139.
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Greed, then, drives Pincher Martin into all sorts of sins
which have a single common denominator.

In one way or another,

Martin mercilessly uses other people for his own selfish purposes.
Tne sins motivated by his egocentric goals include fornication,
cheating, attempted rape, lying, and cuckolding. His untoward
cruelty in dealing with others is best demonstrated by his treat
ment of Alfred.
Cuckolding reminded him. He turned from the
mirror, bound his dressing-gown with the cord and
opened the bathroom door. And, there coming to
wards him, as if the rather antiquated expression
had conjured him up, was Alfred. But it was a
different Alfred, pale, sweating, trembling, coming
at a run toward him. He took the wrist as the fist
came at his chest and twisted it till Alfred was
gritting his teeth and hissing through them. Secure
in his knowledge of the cosmic nature of eating,
he grinned down at him.
"Hull, Alfred!"
"You bloody swine!"
"Nosey little man!"
"IVho've you got in there? Tell me!"
"No, now. Cane along quietly, Alfred, we don't
want any fuss."
"Don't pretend it's someone else! You Bastard!
Oh Christ—"
They were by the closed door. Alfred was crying
into the lines round his mouth and struggling to get
at the door handle.
"Tell me who she is, Qiris. I must knov\r--for
God's sake!"
"Don't ham it, Alfred."
"And don't pretend it's not Sybil, you dirty,
thieving bastard!"
"Like to look, Alfred?"
Hiccups. Weak struggles,
"You mean it's someone else? You're not fooling
Chris honestly?"
"Anything to cheer you up old man. Look."
The door opening: Sybil, giving a tiny shriek
and pulling the sheet up to her mouth as if this
were a bedroom farce which, of course, in every
sense, it was.
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"Honestly, Alfred old man, anyone would think
you'd married the girl."^^
As Pincher meditates on his Atlantic rock, he summarizes his
greedy approach to existence:
Think about women or eating. Think about eating,
women, eating men, crunching up Alfred, that other
girl, that boy, that crude and unsatisfactory
experiment, lie restful as a log and consider
the gnawed tunnel of life right up to this uneasy
intermission.^^
It is logically in accord with this use of eating imagery to explain
Pincher*s past way of life that he creates his own hell in the shape
of a tooth.
A far more direct reference to Martin's greed is made when
Pete insists that he play the role of greed in a morality play which
includes the seven deadly sins as characters. He sardonically intro
duces Martin to the mask he will wear in the role. The heavily
ironic implication here is that Martin needs no introduction but
rather lives all the evils the mask implies.

Pete formally says:

Chris - Greed. Greed - Chris. Know each other.
Hiis painted bastard here takes anything he can
lay his hands on. Not food, Chris, that's far too
simple. He takes the best part, the best seat, the
most money, the best notice, the best woman. He
was born with his mouth and his fly open and both
hands out to grab. He's a cosmic case of the
bugger who gets his penny and someone else's bun.^^
Golding thus makes much of Pincher Martin's long and faithful
devotion to greed as a way of life. Pincher's hell is greedy as

Pincher Martin, 81-82.
Pincher Martin, 82.

Pincher Martin, 108.
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he grasps for and invents tangible evidence that he exists. He has
always wanted the best of everything and the best he has known is
his past life which, at all costs, must be continued even though he
is dead.
Pincher Martin's preoccupation with accumulating the tangible,
material objects of this world to his own use is an indication of a
second sin of which he is guilty.

Like his greed, Martin's

materialism determined his way of life before death but is also
largely responsible for the character of the hell he has constructed
for himself.

Tnroughout the events of the novel and his reminis

cences, Martin flatly denies the reality of those aspects of human
life which cannot be manipulated.

He puts his faith in "Intelli

gence and Education." In his literal sort of mind, one is or
isn't; one eats or is eaten.

Hiere is always the manipulable.

He

challenges the sea, "'I don't claim to be a hero. But I've got
health and education and intelligence.

I'll beat you.'

Against the prospect of death and the universe, he pits his
will to survive and his ability to reason.
like a last ditch.

"Intelligence.

Will like a monolith. Survival.

a key to all patterns, itself able to impose them, to

V.'ill

Education,
create."36

By doing so, he pits his mind against the black lightening hinted
at by the intuitive Nat.

Tlie black lightening represents total

negation, the total absence of light and life.

Pincher Martin, 92.
••Zf.

Pincher Martin, 148-149.

Nat had maintained
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that unless Martin learned how to die, he would be punished by a
total negation of the principle of life.

Such, indeed, is Martin's

eventual punishment for pitting his will against what Nat calls
"The Infinite."

iMartin, however, is blind to his eventual fate.

On his miserable rock, he reassures himself by maintaining, "Every
thing is to be expected.

The world runs true to form."

He constructs

a stone dwarf, an image of man, which to him represents his own
physical existence. He names parts of the rock to give them
identity.
I am netting down this rock with names and
taming it....What is given a name is given
a seal, a chain. If this rock tries to
adapt me to its ways, I will refuse and adapt
it to mine. I will impose my routine on it,
my geography....1 will use my brain as a delicate
machine-tool to produce the results I want.^^
This is the method Martin uses to defy the Universe.

Unable to ad

mit the limitations of his own mind, he limits instead the external
world. He not only imposes on that rocky world names and natural
laws which are not actually there but also manufactues its entire
existence.

Because the human mind is limited, Martin cannot

recognize the limits beyond vAiich his rationality no longer is able
to operate.

Man cannot control the irrational with his mind.

Pincher's attempt to do so is evil and therefore doomed to failure.
Pincher knows that it is a habit of man to "make patterns,"
thus imposing his identity on nature. However, Martin does not
realize that patterns thus superimposed transform nature into

Pincher Martin, 79.
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something it is not.

For exaciple, he resolves to use seaweed to make

a huge cross on the rock which will attract rescuers.

Such an

attempt is folly in Golding's moral world, because man is trying
thereby to impose a pattern on nature which is a product of his
intelligence rather than of any infinite pattern of existence. In
addition, Pincher's treasured intelligence also fails at this point
because it "sees so clearly what is to be done and can count the
cost before hand."^^

Martin has never willingly exerted any effort

in life, and no intellectual conviction that such an exertion will
attract rescuers can make him exert such an effort now.

Tlius, in

Golding's moral world intelligence ultimately fails man,
A similar instance which points out the mistakes about himself
the materialist makes occurs vjhen Martin, worried about not having
had a bowel movement for a week, administers a seawater enema to
himself,

ifhen it is finished, he says, "'Now I shall be sane and no

longer such a slave to my body.'"

79

Pincher expects a physical

purge to operate psychologically because he has mistaken a pur
gation of bodily poisons for a purging of spiritual poisons.

In

addition, he mistakenly assumes that this single intelligent act
will solve all his problems.

A third instance of the consequence

of Martin's evil reliance on the rational and the known alone
occurs when he has begun to question whether or not the rock really
exists.

38
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He rationalizes his doubts by maintaining that no individual

Pincher Martin, 104.
Pincher Martin, 151.
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could make up a world so very true to natural laws.

Here Martin

fails to recognize the fact that natural laws are not natural at all
but are rather an attempt on man's part to find rational, logical
explanations of his universe.

Here again intelligence and education

mislead Pincher.
Other examples of his evil reliance on material things and
rational knowledge as opposed to intuitive understanding include
declaring a certain day "thinking day" as a panacea for all problems,
examining his identity medal, wishing for a mirror which would re
mind him of what he is, making elaborate calculations about the odds
in favor of a ship sighting him and from what angles it might appear,
and forcing himself to eat and even to "dress for dinner."

Eventual

ly the rational mind which has reassured itself by means of things
has been destroyed by the tortures of a self-inflicted hell.
Christopher Hadley Martin has always assured himself of his identity
with material objects.
spiritual or intuitive.

There was no room in his world for the
Thus, this novel implies that the man who

believes only in the material world commits a serious sin.

IV
In Free Fall Golding deals with man in relation to man, in a
human society which is a far closer counterpart of our own than any
presented in the preceeding novels. Here, too, however, the same
evils depicted in earlier novels haunt man.

The plot of this most

recent Golding novel is simple although its structure is not.

An
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artist past forty who has achieved fame attempts to examine with an
intricate sequence of flashbacks those past events in his life which
may possibly account for his present spiritual dilonma.

One critic

describes that dilemma by explaining that "^aiamy Mountjo^ comes at
last to the moment when he can no longer choose the best but only
the good, and must watch this good degenerate into evil."'^®

Sammy

begins his dialogue with himself by stating the nature of his
problem in Christian terms:
I have seen people crowned with a double crown,
holding in either hand the crook and flail, the
power and the glory. I have understood how the
scar becomes a star, I have felt the flake of
fire fall, miraculous and pentecostal. My
yesterdays walk witli me. They keep step, they
are grey faces that peer over my shoulder. I
live on Paradise Hill, ten minutes from the
station, thirty seconds from the shops and the
local. Yet I am a burning amateur, torn by the
irrational and incoherent, violently searching
and self-condemned.41
Mountjoy recognizes his own private guilt, the burden created by
recognizing his past sins and his present human propensity for
committing additional sins.

Aware of the possibility of redemption

and salvation, he is determined to ascertain the origin of his
ability to make moral distinctions between good and evil and the
subsequent obligations that ability creates.

The entire novel is

Mountjoy's attempt to answer this question, "When did I lose my
freedom?

For once, I was free,

I had power to choose."

^^Elmer, 7.
William Golding, Free Fall, (New York, 1960) 5.

Once
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Sammy could choose whatever course of action best suited his own
immediate pleasures; now he possesses a conscience and is therefore
forced to choose that which is morally right.

Given this basic

situation, which motivates Sammy's inquiry, one recognizes immediately
that this book—like the three which proceeded it—grapples with
basic questions concerning human morality.
As in the three earlier novels, the central evil in Free Fall
is man's cruel treatment of other men. TTiis novel, like Lord of the
Flies, contains a number of instances in which men neglect their
human responsibility for others' welfare or their social responsi
bility for the welfare of all men. The entire Sammy - Beatrice
relationship is an example of one individual's gross cruelty in his
treatment of another human being.

For Mountjoy, she has been since

grammar school a longed-for ideal. He resolves in the passion of
his first consuming desire for a particular woman to have her at all
costs.

He is motivated not only by sex but also by a wish dominant

in his subconscious since childhood days with Evie to know what it
means to be or be a part of what he considers the mystery of womanli
ness. He uses a ruse to win Beatrice's friendship and love, includ
ing the prospect of marriage and the threat of insanity should she
fail to succiimb to his desires. (Ironically, it is Beatrice who
eventually looses her sanity as a result of their affair.) In
retrospect Sammy recognizes the cruelty of his treatment of the
innocent, vulnerable Beatrice:
...there is no end to the coils of cruelty.
I must I must I must. They said the damned

in hell were forced to torture the innocent
live people with diseases. But now I know
that life is perhaps more terrible than that
innocent medieval misconception. We are
forced here and now to torture each other.
We can watch ourselves becoming automata;
feel only terror as our alienated arms lift
the instruments of their passion toward those
who we love....The obsession drove me at her.^^
Once Beatrice is his, there is little joy in their relationship.
"The lovemaking was becoming an exploitation."^^

The once

separate, inviolate ideal is now totally subservient to Sammy's
desires.

Tnis unsatisfactory affair drags on for two years until

Sammy falls passionately in love with Taffy whose total participa
tion makes their lovemaking "a complete preoccupation and depen
dence."44

He immediately deserts Beatrice without an explanation,

lie rationalizes himself into believing that this ultimate cruelty
is right because it is expedient:
What could I do? Give Taffy up? Presumably
that would be the standard reply of the moralist.
But was I now to live the rest of my life with
Beatrice, knowing all the time that I was in
love with Taffy?
Although Mountjoy knows Beatrice is searching for him desperately,
once he knows she is not pregnant by him, Sammy makes no effort to
explain his disappearance and subsequently marries Taffy.
Unlike Sammy, Philip Arnold is totally wicked and always
concentrates his efforts on using other people to his own advantage

Free Fall, 115.

Fall. 110.

Free Fall. 120.

Free Fall, 127.
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"He liked to inflict pain and a catastrophe was his orgasm.
Weak physically, he cowers when others beat him so that they soon
lose interest in the fun.

Golding gives two situations which clear

ly illustrate Philip's mode of existence.

In both Philip uses

Sammy as the scapegoat, thus eluding punishment.

He cons Sammy,

by working on his unger for fag cards picturing the Egyptian kings,
into waylaying small boys in the lavatory and stealing the cards.
He, Philip, is merely the guard who will warn of approaching
authorities but will receive all the other fag cards. Sammy is
found out; Philip is not.

The same outcome ensues when Philip

takes advantage of Mountjoy's isolation from his fellows as a
disciplinary measure by the school.

He plays on Sammy's need for

a friend, his reputation for braggadocio, and his lack of religious
training to satisfy his own curiosity about the church altar.
Father Anselm had convinced Philip that a great power resided there.
To test that concept, Philip by stages cons Sammy into betting tliat
he will urinate on that altar while his cohort lurked far back in
the church's shadows to assess the results of the experiment.

Sammy

is caught and dealt a dreadful blow to the head by the Verger; Philip
escapes.

Although guilty of cruelty in his selfish twisting of others

to satisfy his own needs, Arnold becomes "a minister of the crown and
handles life as easily as breathing."47

46 Free Fall, 48.
Free Fall, 251.

He is wicked but not guilty
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for he lives only in the material world and does not recognize the
potential of the human spirit or the magnitude of his own sins.
Alsopp, the communist group leader, is also guilty of using
other people.

He twists political philosophy in order to gratify

his own personal lust.

No girl can become a member of the group

without first sleeping with this lecher.

The perversion of the

communal property idea here is obvious.
Rowena Pringle is cruel too in a particularly insidious manner.
A teacher of religion. Miss Pringle's treatment of young Sammy
(whom she in her sexual frustration views as a thief of Father
Watts-Watt's love) is distinctly unchristian.

The weapons of her

cruelty are sarcasm and humiliation of the victim.

She projects

onto Sammy her own preoccupation with sex and accuses him of look
ing for smut in tiie Bible and drawing dirty pictures. He is
guilty of neither offense, but his desk is placed apart from those
of the rest of the class.

Ironically, Miss Pringle is teaching her

pupils about Christ and his crucifixion while simultaneously
crucifying Sammy.

Thus a young child is cruelly treated in order

to satiate a deep need on the part of a frustrated old maid. As
Golding notes, "truth is useless and pernicious when it proceeds
from nothing but the

when as an adult Mountjoy visits

mouth,

Miss Pringle hoping to explain the spiritual kinship he feels they
share, he realizes that she has lived a lie so long she has con
vinced herself.

She, like Philip Arnold, consequently inhabits

48 Free Fall, 195
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only the material world.
The most glaring instance of the cruelty which results when
men neglect their social responsibility for the welfare of all men
in this novel is the Second World War which is the background for
the prison camp scenes between Dr. Halde and Mountjoy.

The story

of the escape of Sammy's two friends and their subsequent death is
a specific instance of that cruelty.

The war is described by

Golding in this way:
I could see this war as the ghastly and
ferocious play of children who having made
a wrong choice or a whole series of them
were now helplessly tormenting each other
because a wrong use of freedom had lost them
their freedom.
At

another point he comments, "There is no peace for the wicked but

war with its waste and lust and

irresponsibility."^0

As these descriptions of cruelty in war and that of Arnold,
Alsopp, and Miss Pringle imply. Free Fall emphasizes a concept which
is central in William Golding's moral world. The man who ignores
the potential of the world of the spirit, the man whose drives
and interests are strictly material, is possessed by sin but re
mains incapable of recognizing his own guilt and thus makes salva
tion or the extension of mercy by a supreme power impossible.
William Golding*s moral world as presented in the four novels
here discussed recognizes five categories of human evil.

Free Fall, 150.
Free Fall, 132.

Ihey are
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the cruel misusing of others for one's own satisfaction, ignoring
those people who tell man the truth about his physical and spiritual
condition, perverting potential social goods for private evil pur
poses, and assuming that life is only material objects and nothing
more.

Gelding names several specific evils as well, many of which

are also part of traditional theological concepts of sin. These
include selfishness, hate, lust, anger, the worship of false gods,
gluttony, jealousy, murder, greed, and hypocrisy.

These evils

ccffliprise "the darkness of the world" in the moral world of William
Golding.

Chapter II
"The Darkness of Man's Heart"
The Sources of Evil
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The human evils which Golding's novels discuss do not occur at
random and without cause.

Again and again in all four novels,

Golding directly attributes these evils to certain specific sources.
For example. Lord of the Flies—described earlier as a novel in
which evil runs rampant—points to three basic sources of that
evil:

man's untrammeled fear of the unknown and unnameable, his

limited ability to see himself and his situation clearly, and his
basic instincts or, more accurately, his inherent savagery.
of these sources of evil is external.

None

All of these sources are

influenced, to some extent, by the training and environment of
these middle class schoolboys.

For example, they have been taught

to suppress many of their basic instincts, Golding, however, is
interested in what the boys are, rather than in those econcsnic,
social, and intellectual forces which have helped to mold them.
Each source of evil contributes in part to each of the evils
delineated in Golding's mockery of Coral Island and its idealistic
view of the innate goodness of the English schoolboy.
One cannot assert that fear is a basic source of evil in Lord
of the Flies without explaining what creates the fears which plague
the boys and the consequences of those fears.

The small boy with
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the mulberry birthmark is the first to reveal his private fears.
"He wants to know what you're going to do about the snake-thing....
a beastie."^ Ralph and the older boys ridicule the possibility of
such a beast's existence, but the younger ones, "required more than
rational assurance."2

Knowing his words have not quelled the fear

growing among the younger boys, Ralph is momentarily defeated be
cause, "He felt himself facing something ungraspable."3

Soon the

littluns scream at night because they dream of the beastie.

Even

Jack fears something in his surroundings which he cannot name and
explains, "you can feel as if you're not hunting, but—being hunted,
a s i f something's behind y o u all t h e time in the j u n g l e . T h e r e i s
no specific cause or source of the fear; terror haunts the boys be
cause they are in a totally new environment.

The possibility of

danger implicit in the forest and the wide seas around them alone
could cause fear.

They themselves, however, conjure up the "beastie"

and the sensation of being stalked, Man, in Golding's moral world,
creates his own fears.
Eventually the fear from v\4iich they all suffer begins to have
serious consequences.

At an assembly, Ralph sadly notes:

"Things are breaking up, I don't understand
vdiy. We began well; we were happy. And then—
He moved the conch gently, looking beyond them
at nothing remembering the beastie, the snake, the

^ Flies, 31,

^ Flies, 32,

2 Flies, 32,

4 Flies, 47,
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fire, the talk of fear.
"Then people started getting frightened."^
Piggy, however, does not believe in fear.

He maintains:

"Life is scientific, that's what it is.
In a year or two when the war's over they'll
be traveling to Mars and back. I know there
isn't no beast—not with claws and all that,
I mean—but I know there isn't no fear either.
...Unless we get frightened of people.
Piggy thus forecasts coming events; part of Jack's subsequent power
is fear inspired. He is also right in that fear, as a concoiranitant
of its nature, demands a specific object on \^ich this massive
emotion may be focused.

Hie most astute analysis of the entire

problem is provided by Sinran who suggests that "'maybe it's only
u s . A t this point the entire assembly disintegrates.

Because

of fear, "The world, that understandable and lawful world, was
slipping away.Ralph's desperate wish that the adult world send
them help so that the destructive development of fear might be
arrested is answered only by the carcass of the dead parachutist
which becomes the object of all the boys' nameless terrors.
A number of evils are now unleashed by the fear-possessed in
habitants of the island.

Out of fear, the boys create their own

taboos and gods of darkness.
"Jack" beccxne taboo.

Words like "snake," "beastie," and

"The two older boys flinched when they heard

^ Flies, 75

7 Flies, 82.

^ Flies, 77

^ Flies, 84.
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the shameful syllable.
mentionable."^

Snakes were not mentioned, now, were not

Thus the boys intensify their own fears.

The

hunters leave a dead pig's head on a stake to propitiate the beast
on the mountaintop.

It is "Lord of the Flies," a translation of the

Hebrew word "Ba'alzevuv" or "Beelzebub" which in Greek refers to
the devil.

The fly-beseiged head is a perfect symbol of evil within

the context of the novel because it rules beings who live in fear
and darkness and are therefore—like flies — the filthiest things
imaginable.

Golding's point is that man is sullied by his own wild

fears and the evils they stimulate.
Fear, in Golding's moral world, generates human cruelty.

Fear

partly destroys Ralph's attempts to create a society; fear handicaps
human communication; fear grinds away the civilized veneer which at
first restrains Roger from hitting Henry with rocks.

Fear transforms

the island's occupants into primitive beings when their civilized
sense of what is right and proper is annihilated by their fear of
that which is nameless and menacing.

Once this process has taken

place, the boy's basic savagery is dominant.
That process is aided by the second source of evil in this
novel, man's limited ability to see himself or his situation clear
ly.

The boys are capable of diagnosing only the superficial evils

which plague their society.

^ Flies, 47.

In their minds those evils include
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stupidity, not following the rules, and letting the fires go out.-^jj^.^^
Ralph and Piggy cannot admit that Simon's death was murder and that
they participated.

For all the boys, the beast symbolizes evil; the

real beast is the group of boys themselves, but they are incapable
of recognizing that truth.

The ultimate evidence of man's limited

perceptive abilities sketched in this parable is the fact that the
boys as a whole are incapable of understanding why their society
disintegrates about them.
Man's limitations are also emphasized in this novel by the
fact that each of the main characters has serious limitations.
Ralph is far from stupid. He is not totally virtuous, nor is he
totally vicious.

His most important qualities are a good heart and

a firm intention to do his best.

Ralph's attempts at commanding

do not succeed because instead of taking into account the irrational,
he relies on rules, duty, and order.

He believes in this course

of action, "'Because the rules are the only thing we've got.'"^^
He is often inaccurate in his estimates of his fellows as his
original attitudes toward Piggy demonstrate.
At the beginning of the novel. Piggy is always on the periphery
of the group, alienated by his appearance, his disabilities, and
his habit of capitalizing on than. His sedentary life and physical
limitations have forced him to use his mental capacities.

Piggy

represents the intellect; he supplies the reason Ralph attempts to

Flies, 84.
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practice.

Exact, explicit, and practical. Piggy believes in

specifics.

He suggets the first meeting and is the first to assess

the boys* situation accurately.

Eventually Piggy prompts nearly

everything Ralph says at meetings, and Ralph himself recognizes
his aid.

When Piggy is destroyed, reason is destroyed.

Simon too is limited.
as nervous.

He is kind, quiet, and reserved as well

He understands his fellows but cannot verbalize his

essentially spiritual perceptions.

His epilepsy symbolizes both his

exceptional perceptive acuity and his apartness.

By means of this

character, Golding implies that the facility for understanding the
human condition carries with it serious handicaps.
By the end of the novel. Jack has degenerated into a person
whose instincts govern him entirely.
hunting, nothing else matters.

Once he becanes obsessed with

Rules, order, and duty are ignored.

He relies on brute power rather than on duty, reason, or intuition.
Arrogant, brave, boastful, and unscrupulous. Jack is finally murderous
as he gratifies his primitive lust for the power and supremacy first
indicated in his single-minded pursuit of the pigs.

He is, however,

a successful leader although by the book's conclusion, he is a moral
cripple who beats his tribe's meabers for the joy of beating.
Because of these limitations in the natures of each of the
four main characters in Lord of the Flies, each of them interprets
his surroundings differently.

None of them is entirely accurate in

his judgment of the world; all of them make serious mistakes in the
courses of action they choose because of those limitations.

Piggy
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believes rationality will solve all their problems; Ralph under
estimates the threat Jack and his hunters present to the island
society; Simon believes he can communicate to the boys his under
standing of their dilemma; Jack unleashes the savage brutality
within himself and others.

One can consequently assume that in

Golding's moral world man's limited perceptive abilities are a
source of evil.

It is also important to note that Golding strongly

implies in this novel that man's moral standards are affected by
his concept of himself as an individual and as a part of society,
as well as by his training.
The final source of evil in this novel is man's instinctual
savagery. IVhen Simon observes the pig's head on a stick, he sees,
"the white teeth, and dim eyes, the blood—and his gaze was held by
that ancient, inescapable recognition."^^ He recognizes the evil
or beast within all men which is close, "'part of you.'"
basic savagery is the beast within.

Man's

Several human instincts which

contribute to that savagery are sources of evil in this novel. For
example, hunger motivates many of the boys to leave Ralph's coterie
and its unsatisfactory fruit diet for the banquets of pig flesh held
by Jack's band.

The basic drive for self-preservation creates among

the boys a desire to associate themselves with the strongest group
on the island.

Sam and Eric are seduced into becoming members of

Jack's band by this instinct.

Flies, 128.
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instinctual urge toward finding an outlet for their fear-generated
but undirected hatred.

Pig-killing and the ritualistic dance which

recreates the cathartic effect of that act are both methods by which
the boys act out their hatred and antagonism.

Roger's sadistic de

light in hurting others is simply an exaggerated instance of this
instinct.
Whenever men pervert basic social goods so as to serve any or
all of the above private instincts, havoc is created.

Piggy's glasses

create fire idiich is good for society as a whole because it brings
warmth and comfort, l^en the glasses are misused, the boy with the
mulberry birthmark is killed and Ralph who has become the object of
the boys' fear and hate, narrowly escapes a similar death. Similarly,
the choir, which represents organized religion, epitomizes hypocrisy
when its loyalty to a leader serves that leader's private desires.
Once the boys have succumbed entirely to their basic instinctual
drives, they live in a hell represented by the flames with which
they intend to trap Ralph.

The sources of evil in Lord of the Flies

are entirely human; evil is a result of man's fears, his limitations,
and his instincts,

II
A primary source of evil in The Inheritors is the same sort of
desperate nameless terror which gripped the boys in Lord of the. Flies.
Ihe inexplicable is terrifying to Lok's tribe and to all the new men
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as well. Neither group is able to contend with or quell the fear
rampant within its individual members.

Lok and Fa recognize their

private terror but remain irresistably drawn to the new beings who
have invaded their domain.

The new men mistakenly believe these

Neanderthal people to be the source of their fears and consequent
ly lash out desperately to destroy them.

Yet even after the threat

ening ogres have been destroyed and left behind, Tuami wisely senses
that fear itself is indestructible and cannot be defeated since,
"who would sharpen a point against the darkness of the world?"
Lok and Fa are also infected by fear, an emotion with which
they have had little previous experience.

Before the advent of the

new men, fear was an emotion produced only by threatening natural
forces such as forest fires, "niere was urgency and that same
tightening of the skin — there was terror.
fire flew away and ate up the

'Now is like xvhen the

trees.

Unlike the new people who mistakenly believe that they know
what the source of their terror is and try to destroy it, Lok and
Fa are mystified by the events which take place.
that they are possessed by "the new habit of

They only know
Their fear

terror."

is a consequence of the new man's actions which, to them, are in
explicable.

It is a result, therefore, not a cause of evil.

Inheritors, 231.
Inheritors, 198.
Inheritors, 130.
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contrast, several evils can be directly attributed to the fears of
the new people.

For example the deaths of Ha, Nil, Old Woman, and

Liku; the attempts to propitiate a totem god (with Pine-Tree's
finger) or a devil (with Tanakil) are all measures taken by the new
people in hopes of destroying the sources of their fears.

While

capable, when frightened, of taking these extreme courses of action,
the new people experience the same ambiguous attraction-repulsion
toward Vivani's infant devil that Lok and Fa have had toward them.
In this novel that which people fear is also irresistably interest
ing. For this reason, fear is a powerful source of evil because
the novel's characters are continually drawn to its sources.

The

new people, like Lok and Fa, are both fascinated and terrified by
the unknown and inexplicable.

Itie new people mistakenly assume

that their Neanderthal predecessors threaten their existence simple
because the beasts with reddish coats are a new being.
If the first source of evil is fear, a second source is power.
It is the abuse of power which creates evil.

Vivani, for example,

abuses the power of her beauty to attain selfish ends.

Only she,

of all the tribe, is fat, comfortable, and luxuriantly clothed.
She alone begged to be allowed the new one, thus bringing her fellow
humans much grief.

Marian abuses his power as the leader by, for

example, allowing his people to slaughter Lok's tribe, using a vi^iip
to urge more work out of subordinates as they toil up the cliff
beside the falls, and by catering to the idiims and fancies of Vivani.
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The new people as a whole abuse their superior knowledge.
Arrows are used to destroy; alcohol is used as an excuse for public
license; canoes are used to hunt an innocent enemy; the leverage and
roller principle is used for escape rather than for constructive
purposes.

The knowledge these humans possess Lok and Fa lack, yet

the Neanderthal men are far better beings than the invaders.

As

Golding notes, "Lok felt himself secure in the darkness but under
stood the impervious power of the people in the l i g h t . T h e
presence of that power also provides the temptation to abuse it.
Power alone, however great its capabilities and the ingenuity of its
user, cannot--as The Inheritors' final chapter indicates—cope with
the threat of the unknown.
The third source of evil in this novel is man's own instincts.
There are many instances in The Inheritors of the instinctive de
mands of the self and their consequences.

Hie "new men' might never

have broken away from the main tribe and encountered the "people" had
Marian not lusted after Vivani because of her "great heart and wit,
her laughter and her white incredible body."^^

The tribesmen who

accompany the pair in their search for a new home are motivated or
"forced by his magic, or at any rate forced by some compulsion there
are no words for."^^

That compulsion is instinct.

Inheritors, 185-186.
Inheritors, 226.
Inheritors, 226.
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basic situation is created by instinctive forces within the new men.
Similarly, their conflict with the forest devils can be partially
attributed to Vivani's instinctive desire to replace her lost child
with another.
A specific example of human instinct as a source of evil is
Tuami and Vivani's act of love ^aich gratifies their lust for one
another but, from Lok's viewpoint, it is a cruel act in which two
participants fiercely punish one another.
to gratify his own instinctive desires,

Each is using the other

when Marian wolfs in private

the meat Lok intended for Liku, he is also demonstrating the way the
new people use one another unjustly. Hunger driven, he does not
share the prize with his starving fellows but satisfies instead the
demands of his own body.

Similarly, the new people use alcohol to

minimize their inhibitions so that their instinctive drives may be
satisfied.

In this connection, it is interesting to note that the

one time Lok treats Fa savagely is vSien they are competing for drinks
from the "honey pot."
The sources of evil in The Inheritors are threefold.
abuse of power, and instinctual drives generate evil.
the abuse of power are products of human intelligence.

Fear, the

Both fear and
Man fears

because he imagines or recognizes that he is personally threatened.
Man grasps for power only after he has forseen or imagined the rewards
that power will bring him.

Golding's skepticism about the value of

intelligence is evident in The Inheritors as is his recognition of
the intensity of instinctual drives.

The composite evil generated
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by these sources is the cruelty of man toward his fellow man.

Ill
The sources of evil dominant in Pincher Martin are also dominant
in Lord of the Flies and The Inheritors. All three sources are found
within the individual, in this case within a man who is totally de
praved.

Fear is the first source of evil. In the moral world of

William Golding, blind unreasoning fear drives man to evil.
is obsessed by an acute fear throughout the novel.

Pincher

He constructs

his own hell because he is afraid to die:
"I won't die.
I can't die.
Not me—
Precious.
He fears his own lack of any real identity. He is an actor who
adopts

identities which are the products of other men's imagina

tions.

For identity he can only rely on external material evidences

of his existence such as an identity medal. Pincher Martin has
become a materialist because of his fear of the unknown.
sleep because:
...sleep was a consenting to die, to go into
complete unconsciousness, the personality
defeated, acknowledging too frankly what is
implicit in mortality....
Sleep is where we touch what is better left
unexamined. There the whole of life is bundled
up, dwindled. "Hiere the carefully hoarded and
enjoyed personality, our only treasure and at

Pincher Martin, 11.

He dreads
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the same time our only defense much die
into the ultimate truth of things, the
black lightening that splits and destroys
all, the positive, unquestionable nothingness.^^
In the mind of Martin sleep and death both raise the possibility of
total extinction. He cannot face that possibility. He has, there
fore, constructed for himself a life which excludes the unknowable.
Rationalism is comfortable because it answers life's dilemmas with
known concepts.

Materialism is reassuring because it values things

above all else.

Both approaches to life are evil according to

Golding because they are exclusive.

Fear is the source of these

approaches which purposely refuse to consider any aspect of human
life which is unknowable.
The fear which caused him to devise these evil exlusive de
fenses against the unknown world of the spirit is explained by
Martin in these terms:
Its like those nights when I was a kid, lying
awake thinking the darkness would go on forever.
And I couldn't go back to sleep because of the
dream of the whatever it was in the cellar coming
out of the comer....Everything was the night
world, where everything but good could happen.^0
Martin's entire life has been purposely constructed as a denial of
the possibility that life contains any significant aspects which
are beyond human comprehension.

He even chides himself for remem

bering this childhood experience and, in the process, explains the

Pincher Martin, 83.
?n

Pincher Martin, 126.
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defenses he has erected against the unknown.
What's the matter with me? I'm adult. I
k n o w what's what. Tliere's n o connexion be
tween me and the kid in the cellar, none at
all. I grew up. I firmed ray life. I have
it under control. And anyway there's nothing
down there to be frightened of?l
On his torturous rock, itself a symbol of the hell man creates
for himself when he ignores the possibility of infinity, Martin
achieves a new understanding of his own fear. He recognizes that
all his endeavors and professions have been nothing more than
attempts to shield himself from the frightening prospect of death
and the possibility of infinity.

He also knows that having chosen

a life which ignored the mysterious aspects of human existence he
destined himself to a self-inflicted hell.
If one went step-by-step—i.gnoring the gap of
dark and the terror on the lip—back from the
rock, through the Navy, the stage, the writing,
the university, the school, back to the bed under
the silent eaves, one ivent down to the cellar.
And the path led back from the cellar to the
rock.^'^
Fear has driven Martin into his rabbit-warren of a life, where
rationalism and materialism walled out his fear of the unknown.

At

this point Martin realizes that he has not only constructed his own
life but also his own personal hell; he knows that the rock is only
a recreation of a painful tooth he once had removed.

And he knows

later, on hearing the thump of a spade on his coffin, that what he

Pincher Martin, 137.
22

Pincher Martin, 158.
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feared all along was death, the realm of the unknown and the un
knowable.

"TTie cellar door swinging to behind a snail child who

must go down in his sleep to meet the thing he turned from when he
was

created."23

His earlier fear of sleep was due to its symbolical

affirmation of man's mortality.

Both greed and materialism, which

are ways of grasping at the real world (one public, the other pri
vate) have been Pincher Martin's means of denying the possibility
of death and the reality of temporality, just as his hell is an
attempt to forestall the threat of non-being.
The second source of evil in this novel is man's limited under
standing of his situation.

Pincher understands only part of what

it means to be a man because he refuses to recognize the possibility
of death and infinity.

The first evidence of this limitation is

Pincher's reliance on intelligence and reason discussed earlier.
Such a reliance limits the world, according to Golding, in a way it
cannot be limited.

No matter how many lists of jobs to be done

Martin makes, he cannot cope with his fear.

Martin does not see

his situation clearly and therefore clings to a vain belief that he
will be rescued.

No matter how often he says, "'I shall be rescued,"

he vdll never be rescued.
One particularly interesting aspect of this source of evil is
Golding's

emphasis on the ways in v^ich intelligence and speech, as

22 Pincher Martin, 173.
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a manifestation of intelligence, mislead man. Christopher believes,
"Speech is

identity, "24

gnd he interprets his environment in

intellectual terms.
You are all a machine. I know you, wetness,
hardness, movement. You have no mercy but you
have no intelligence. I can outwit you. All
I have to do is to endure. I breathe this air
into my own furnace. I kill and eat.^^
The world Pincher Martin's mind has built for his body to inhabit is
cold and mechanical.

It is a world without feeling or spirit which

man dominates because of his mental abilities. However, Golding is
careful to delineate one of the fallacies in Martin's total de
pendence on intellect early in the novel.

Without the help of

intellect, for Martin is unconscious, his body instinctively struggles
for survival when he first is thrown into the Atlantic.
Muscles, nerves, and blood, struggling lungs,
a machine in the head, they worked for one
moment in an ancient pattern. The lumps of
hard water jerked in the gullet, the lips came
together and parted, the tongue arched, the
brain lit a neon track.
Martin does not understand that man is motivated by instincts as
well as by intellect.

Man himself and the world he inhabits are

far more complex than the human mind alone can realize.
Relying on intellect alone is a source of evil because it
causes man to see his vrarld as less than it is (in Martin's case as

Pincher Martin, 105.
Pincher Martin, 105.
26

Pincher Martin, 5.
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no more than a machine) and himself as greater than he is (Pincher
conceives of himself as Promethean.).

In both instances the in

tellect denies the realm of the spirit.

While he lived Pincher's

materialism was evidence of that denial. After death, his desperate
recreation of the material evidence^ of life also denies the possibil
ity of a realm of the spirit. His continual militant assertion "I
am" is the ultimate defiance of that realm.

Because he denies that

there is a world which is not controlled by the intellect, Pincher
Martin's hell is an eternity of black lightening, of total negation.
Pincher Martin's instincts are a third source of evil in this
novel. Self-preservation is one of man's most dominant instincts.
The principle of self-protection and perpetuation dominates every
single one of Martin's relationships with other people.

It alone

is the source of his greed. He hates all those who impinge on his
instinctual desires.

He hates Mary who frustrates him sexually.

hates Helen who obstructs him professional ambitions.
his instincts, Martin became a good hater.

He

Because of

He instinctively meets

deatli with a snarl, just as he had always lived with a snarl on his
face.

Pincher has no purpose in life for his main goal is in

stinctual, the continuation of life at all costs.

IV
Only two of the sources of evil which dominate Golding's earlier
novels are at all relevant in his fourth.

The first source of evil

common in previous novels and present here too is nan's instincts.
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Sexual instincts motivate Sammy in his lust for Beatrice, just as
they indirectly motivated Father Watts-Watt to adopt the Rotten Row
waif.

Beatrice seeks refuge from a painful reality in a strictly

instinctual existence. Her inability to control her bladder—like
that of Minnie—represents the fact that humans on an instinctual
level are little more than animal.

Kenneth, the psychiatrist,

summarizes the consequences of Sammy's instinctual drive for selfgratification.

Although bitter in his love for Taffy and new know

ledge about Sammy and Beatrice, he speaks the truth. '"You and your
bloody pictures.
Taffy.

You use everyone.

You used that woman.

You used

And now you used me.

A more important source of evil in this novel is man's frequent
inability to perceive his situation with any degree of clarity.
Sammy's whole search through his past is an attempt to comprehend
at least in part the boundaries and possibilities of his life.

Miss

Pringle and Philip Arnold do not understand their respective moral
situations; Nick Shales, who believes himself a rationalist, is
monorable instead because of his humanity.

Sammy believes that

"Our mistake is to confuse our limitations with the bounds of
possibility and clap the universe into a rationalist hat or some
other.
In the moral world of William Golding, man blunders badly by

Free Fall, 146.
Free Fall, 9.
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imposing on life an external pattern invented by himself and then
expecting that pattern to explain the natural universe in its
entirety.

Golding provides four examples of such patterns:

the

bourgeois value system, the social philosophy of communism, the
dictates of formal religion, and the intellectual theories of the
rationalist. He then demonstrates how evils result from the
human tendency to believe such externally imposed patterns are, in
themselves, full explanations for human life.

Golding's point is

that any specific external pattern which man attempts to use to
understand or make tolerable his existence on this earth is, of
necessity, limited and exclusive.

Golding also is clearly showing

that these patterns, although ostensibly valuable as a source of
distinctions between right and wrong, eventually fail man because
they are exclusive instead of inclusive.

The morality implicit

in bourgeois thought, in conmiunism, in formal religion, or in the
rationalist's view of life is—in each case—insufficient.

Clear

examples of the failings of each are given in Free Fall.
Beatrice represents the bourgeois moral code.

As a consequence,

she automatically fears the unusual, but when Sammy turns from her
to master his emotions, "That was a cliche of behavior and therefore
not frightening."29 However, at that point Sammy is acting instead
of being honest with her. Her bourgeois theory deceives Beatrice in
other ways as well.

^^ Free Fall, 109.
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Nobody told her this was a sin, this calm
and selfish enjoyment of her own delicate
warmth and smoothness, they told her it was
a virtue and respectability.30
The values of her social class do not give her enough help under
the onslaught of Sammy's seduction.

Once she has yielded, Beatrice

remains a passive partner in love and thus true to the bourgeois
theory that sex is not enjoyed by women.

As Sammy notes:

Hie lovemaking was becoming an exploitation.
I see now that she could not enjoy or welcome
our commerce because she was brought up not to.
All the little books and the occasional talks,
all the surface stuff were powerless against
the dead weight of her half-baked sectarianism.
All her upbringing ensured that she should be
impotent.
It is evident that at these times in her life Beatrice is mislead
and misadvised by a value system on which she theoretically could
always depend.
Communism is espoused by Sammy in the strange unsettled period
before the war because it gave him the sensation of doing something.
The group to which he belongs, however, is a mockery of Marxist
ideals since everyone who participates does so for some type of
self-aggrandizement.

Philip Arnold, who lives this way himself,

recognizes this tendency in the party's members. "'Dai wants booze
more than anything.

What do you want more than anything, Sammy?*"32

He believes Sammy, like the blackshirts, is deceiving himself, and

30 Free Fall, 112.
Free Fall, 120.
Free Fall, 99.
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he is right. Subsequently, Sammy excuses Father Watts-Watt's
homosexual tendencies by saying that such aberrations have "done
less harm than a dogma or a political absolute."33 or. Halde,
especially perceptive, is also aware of the harm done individuals
by political concepts. "'For you and me, reality is this room.
have given ourselves over to a kind of social machine.
power of my machine; and you are in my power absolutely.

We

I am in the
We are both

degraded by this, Mr. Mountjoy.'"34 Political philosophies, because
they are absolutes, lead not to satisfactory moral systems but to
various evils.

In the moral world of William Golding any pattern

man imposes on life—whether it be bourgeois, intellectual, or
theological—is a source of evil. Such patterns are absolutes and
therefore limit the world as it cannot be limited.
The social and political dogmas man imposes on life are, how
ever, not nearly as central to Free Fall as his dogmas of intellect
and faith.

The entire novel centers around a conflict between the

rationalist's attempts to explain the world with the intellect alone
and the church's attempt to give meaning to life by means of faith
alone.

By the end of the novel, Golding has pointed out the fallacies

inherent in assuming that either external man-invented pattern when
imposed on human life alone can make

existence meaningful. Nick

Shales represents the rationalist's mode of life; Miss Pringle and
Father Watts-Watt, assisted by Miss Massey, demonstrate the life of

33 Free Fall. 163.

Free Fall, 140.
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Golding is brutally clear about the failings of both systems.
The dogma of intellect fails because it ignores the world of the
spirit.

It relies on facts and man's reason and does not recog

nize human emotions.

Sammy admits that, for this reason, the

universe of the rationalist is dreary.

The boys also comprehend

the basic fallacy of rationalism as a guide in making moral de
cisions:
I saw that if man is the highest, is his own
creator, then good and evil is decided by
majority vote. Conduct is not good, or bad,
but discovered or got away with.^^
As a consequence:
/My worldZ was an amoral, a savage place in
v7hich man was trapped without hope, to enjoy
what he could while it was going.2°
Mountjoy comes to believe that rationalism fails because, "There are
no morals that can be deduced from natural science, there are only
immorals."^^

An early incident in the novel illustrates the con

sequences for Sammy of his attempt to conduct his life according to
these principles.

Mountjoy finds in the roadway a cat nearly killed

by an auto which is screaming in agony:
I ran away, my fingers in my ears until I had
put the writhing thing out of ray mind....For,
after all, in this founded universe, I said,
v^diere nothing is certain but my own existence,
what has to be cared for is the quiet and
pleasure of this sultan.

Free Fall, 218.

Free Fall, 226.

Free Fall, 226.

Free Fall, 128.
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He is troubled by his inability to perform an act of mercy which he
senses to be right, although uncomfortable for him.
As a representative of the dogma of intellect, Nick Shales is
one of Sammy's two spiritual parents. Mountjoy, however, is
attracted more by the man himself than by the beliefs Nich holds.
Sammy's second spiritual parent. Miss Pringle, hates Shales because
he "found it easy to be good."^^

He respects the integrity of his

students and treats than accordingly. His love of people reflects
his selfless, kind, and just nature. Because Shales conducts his
life according to that love, he is a humanist, not a rationalist.
Sammy is misled by this proponent of the intellect when he comes to
believe Shales is a superior man because of the dogma he espouses.
Only in retrospect does Sammy realize that Shales is admirable be
cause he transcends the limitations of the dogma of the intellect.
"iNick's stunted universe was irradiated by his love of people.
The failings of the dogma of faith are due, like those of the
dogma of intellect, to its inherent limitations.

The dogma of faith,

like the dogma of intellect, purports to be an all encompassing
system which explains every significant aspect of man and his
universe.

Although these dogmas share that common intent, faith

denies the assertions of intellect.

Tlie intellect contends that,

"Matter can neither be destroyed nor created;"^^ faith, in contrast,
believes that Moses saw the burning bush which "was not consumed

39 Free Fall, 214.
Free Fall, 226.

41 Free Fall, 211.

av;ay.'"^2

j^e dogmas are separate and irreconcilable; consequently,

the schoolboys do not see either system as real.

Golding explains

the students' failure to accept either by saying, "was it some deep
instinct that told us the universe does not come so readily to heel
and kept us from inhabiting either?"^^

Nick's vrorld was not real

because "It was not enveloping; each small experimental result was
not multiplied out to fill the universe.The limitations of the
dogma of intellect as represented by Shales is summarized by Golding
in these worlds:

"There was no place for spirit in his cosmos.

Miss Pringle's universe is founded entirely upon the truths of
the spirit, and her beliefs are a result of intuition and emotion,
two human attributes which the rationalist ignores.

She, however,

is — like Nick--a stunted individual whose life is greyed rather than
illuminated by the dogma vftich dominates it.

Theoretically, reli

gious faith gives the believer comfort, purpose, and unimpeachable
moral guidance.
her faith.

Miss Pringle does not derive these comforts from

Instead she is frustrated mentally and sexually. "The

beauty of Miss Pringle's cosmos was vitiated because she was a bitch.
Her dogma is of no help to Miss Pringle for:
The so-respectable school marm v/ith her clean
fingers was eaten up with secret desires and
passions. No matter how she built up the dam
on this and that, the unruly and bilious flood

^2 Free Fall, 210.

Free Fall, 213.

Free Fall, 211.

Free Fall, 226.

Free Fall, 213.
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of her nature burst forth. May she not have
tortured herself in despair and a self-loathing
everytirae she tortured nie?47
Like Miss Pringle, Father Watts-Watt finds little comfort in
his faith. He suffers mightily from homosexual tendencies.

He be

comes a paranoiac who is convinced that enemies pursue him constant
ly.

He withdraws from the world while maintaining his faith.

Just

as that faith failed him when he actively participated in parish work,
it brings him no solace in seclusion.
Neither faith nor intellect, according to Golding's analysis,
is a satisfactory source of morality.

Those characters in Free Fall

who live by these dogmas delude themselves about their own natures
and that of the world.

Their misunderstandings and frustrations

occur because no dogma alone encompasses the whole spectrum of
human existence; morality cannot be vital or workable unless it does
so.

A morality that does not encompass both man's spiritual and

his material worlds is exclusive and consequently serves only part
of man.

Free Fall demonstrates the limitations of four different

dogmas, or patterns, man imposes on his existence.

Because each

dogma, in its own fashion, limits the world man inhabits as Golding
believes it cannot be limited, each misleads man and makes him
vulnerable to certain evils.
These dogmas are imposed by man upon the external world.

Free Fall, 214.
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Because they limit human understanding of the world, such dogmas
are a source of evil.

Free Fall, like the three novels v\iaich pro

ceed it, expresses Golding's belief that evil's sources are all with
in man.

Those sources of evil include man's fear of the unknown;

his limited ability to see himself and his situation clearly; his
basic instincts, his abuses of power; and his tendency to explain
the universe and deduce moral standards from synthetic patterns he
himself has superimposed on the order implicit in the natural
universe.

While Golding never uses the term "original sin," it

is clear that his moral world presents a picture of man's moral
nature which recognizes "the darkness of man's h e a r t , m a n ' s
responsibility for the evils which infest his world.

Lord of the Flies, 186-187.

Chapter III
"Tne Flake of Fire Fall"
The Nature of Good
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iVilliajn Golding assumes that the sources of evil are within
mail.

An analysis of Golding's beliefs about man's potential for

good--in contrast to his propensity for evil--is possible only after
we discover what Golding thinks is good.

Lord of the Flies focuses

on a single good, understanding of oneself and others.

Long a

student of Greek thought, Golding presents in this novel a series of
events v^hich demonstrate that the Greek belief, "Knov\r thyself" is a
great good.

Only Simon and Ralph in this novel come to any such

understanding.
Because Simon perfectly understands himself and others, he is
this novel's dominant figure in the context of goodness.
standing of others is not explained.

His under

It is not the result of any

great sociability for Simon is a loner who rejects groups.

However,

an important manifestation of Simon's basic goodness is his kind
ness toward others.

At the first pig feast. Jack denies Piggy meat

because Piggy had not hunted for the prize the boys are devouring.
In self-defense Piggy contends, '"No more did Ralph,...nor Simon."
Ralph ignores the challenge, but Simon offers to share his portion.
Ralph stirred uneasily, Simon, sitting between
the twins and Piggy, wiped his mouth and shoved
his piece of meat over the rocks to Piggy.^

^ Flies, 68.
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Willing to recognize Piggy's rights, Simon unselfishly gives up
his share. This gesture is typical of Simon's kind treatment of
his fellows.
A second indication of Simon's basic goodness is his intuitive
perceptions about others.

In the assembly's first controversy over

fear, Simon cannot put his understanding into words comprehensible
to the boys.

He does, nevertheless, understand that the source of

the boys' fear is within rather than without.
2

Its only us.'"

He suggests, "'maybe

One day Simon comes upon Ralph who has sequestered

himself in the jungle to fight back the fears sweeping over him.
Simon intuitively understands Ralph's fear and its causes.

Because

he perceives the emotions of others, the kindly Simon tries to re
assure Ralph.
"You'll get back all right...."
Some of the strain had gone from Ralph's body.
He glanced at the sea and then smiled bitterly at
Simon.
"Got a ship in your pocket?"
Simon grinned and shook his head.
"How do you know, then?"
I'/hen Simon was still silent Ralph said curtly,
"You're batty...."
"No, I'm not. I just think you'll get back
all right.^

(
I
/
j

According to Golding, courage as well as kindness is a component of
goodness.

Simon is so much braver than the others that he offers

to go alone across the island after dark.

2 Flies, 82.
^ Flies, 102.

After the discovery of
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the parachutist, only he dares suggest that they climb the mountain
and look at it asking, '"What else is there to do?'"'^

While Jack is

nervously resolving to forget the hilltop beast, Simon is half-kneel
ing, half-sitting alone in the jungle clearing dominated by the pig's
head.

He had come that far resolved to find out v^at the hilltop

figure might be but could go no further
Simon's understanding of his fellows is portrayed by Golding
with the hallucinations which proceed Simon's epileptic attack.

He

imagines that the Lord of the Flies mocks him by saying;
Fancy thinking the Beast was something you
could hunt and kill[...You knew; didn't you?
I'm part of you? Close] I'm the reason why
it's no go? Why things are what they are?^
Of course, the head does not actually speak.

Golding uses it as a

mechanism for projecting Simon's perceptions about man's "heart of
darkness."

The young boy knows that the island's society is doomed

to failure because men themselves are beasts.

Simon possesses "that

ancient, inescapable recognition" that the source of evil is within
all men.

This knowledge sets him apart from the other boys and is

largely responsible for his basic goodness.

Golding's presentation

of the character of Simon makes it clear that he oelieves man cannot
hope to achieve goodness until he understands him innate propensity
for evil.

Golding believes that most men do not want to understand

^ Fli£l, 119.
^ Flies, 133.
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this propensity and consequently reject other men, like Simon, who
does understand it.

The pig's head, a surrogate for Simon's sub

conscious, informs the boy that he is:
...not wanted. Understand? We, are going to
have fun on this island. Understand? So don't
try it, my poor misguided boy, or else—Or
Maurice and Robert and Bill and Piggy and Ralph.
Do you. See?6
Kind, understanding, courageous Simon is, for Golding, a living
symbol of goodness.

When the boys destroy Simon in their savage

frenzy, they annihilate an individual who interfers with their
primitive dance.

Simon, however, had also interfered before by

trying to remind them that evil lurks within us all. His murder
destroys the possibility that the boys as a group will ever leam
the truth about the beast on the mountaintop.

It also destroys

the possibility that they will ever leam the truth about theni =
selves.

Man's innate evil triumphs in this moral parable by

destroying the good as represented by Simon.
If Simon represents good, then Ralph represents the potential
for good in man.

Throughout most of the novel Ralph is a guilty

man in Golding's view because he is continually torn between two
poles of action, what he wants to do and what he ought to do.

He

treats Piggy cruelly, succumbs to fear, and helps murder Simon.
He wants to be a good leader, act bravely, and respect the integrity
of his fellows.

From the disparity between his actions and his

^ Flies, 133.
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wishes as well as from all his island experiences, Ralph learns a
great deal.

As Ralph changes, grows, and learns about himself and

other men, he begins to achieve the understanding of humanity's
evil instincts which is the basis of Simon's goodness.
Golding uses the development Ralph undergoes to demonstrate an
important point.

Intelligence is a tool which, if correctly used,

can carve out of the external world a whole new set of perceptions
for the individual about himself and other men.

Intelligence itself

is not intrinsically good but by interpreting experience it makes
available to man the great good, understanding. From Piggy Ralph
leams to appreciate the potential of intellect. He discovers
truths about his own weaknesses and strengths.

Finally, Ralph dis

covers (when relentlessly pursued by Jack's band) man's cruelty,
his basic evil propensities.

Consequently, when he is rescued by

the naval lieutenant, Ralph:
...wept for the end of innocence, the darkness
of man's heart, and the fall through the air
of the true, wise, friend called Piggy.^
Ralph has come to understand that all men are, to some extent, fallen
and that life is, "a bad business."

Therefore, Ralph had achieved

a semblance of Simon's understanding of human evil v\^iich is the most
important good presented by Golding in Lord of the Flies.

^ Flies, 186-187.
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II
In Lord of the Flies Golding presents a single good, under
standing hiiman evil, but in The Inheritors he describes a number of
goods exaaplified by the Neanderthal family such as kindness, con
sideration, contentment, moderation, and reverence.

However, a

single good serves as a common denominator for all these, the
family's innate respect for their fellow humans and all other
creatures.

Lok and Fa possess a compassionate understanding of one

another's feelings.

The general sympathetic abilities of the people

are represented by the way in which they curl their bodies about
Mai's when he is shivering with the chills and fevers that eventu
ally kill him.

This same empathy for others is the cause of their

ivorry about Liku and the new one.
primitive souls.

There is no hatred in these

They never get angry at the new people but instead

feel only sorrow, fear, and love for the invaders.
The family's simple life has taught the Neanderthals to enjoy
the pleasures of the moment:
The people were silent. Life was fulfilled, there
was no need to look farther for food, tomorrow was
secure and the day after that so remote that no one
would bother to think of it. Life was exquisitely
allayed hunger.^
The contentment the family experiences is good.

Such scenes of

total satisfaction in the moral world of William Golding are possible
only for those special beings who are instinctively good.
The family's moral code is a simple one which reflects their
O
The Inheritors, 61.
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basic reverence for all life.
it takes away life.

Killing of any sort is ivrong because

Consequently, the family eats meat only when

an animal has killed it.

"Now I have a picture in my head.

coming back to the fall...He carries a deer.

Lok is

A cat has killed the

deer and sucked its blood, so there is no blame.Golding is
suggesting that killing must be avoided.

Only when absolutely

necessary is eating flesh from a once living animal justified.
people are thin with hunger and they must eat.
taste of meat, but they must eat."^®

"The

They do not like the

These statements illustrate

the family's reverence for life, both animal and human, which is the
basis of their religion and the great good they embody for William
Golding.

Creation and life, represented by the earth goddess Oa,

are sacred to these primitive people.

The creation of life is

miraculous and the products of creation, whether animal or human,
must not be harmed or wilfully destroyed.
TTiere was the great Oa. She brought forth the
earth from her belly. She gave suck. The earth
brought forth woman and woman brought forth the
first man out of her flesh.
Evil does not exist within these Neanderthal men or within their
tribal community in which total interdependence is essential for
survival.

Lok and his people are good.

At most important junctures

in the novel, Golding clearly uses the family's innocence and basic

^

Inheritors, 37.
The Inheritors, 56.
Hie Inheritors, 35.
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goodness as a foil for the guilt and wickedness of the new men.
As in Lord of the Flies, character developnent in this novel is
a key to understanding a particularly important good in the moral
world of William Golding.

Both TUami and Lok learn from their ex

periences to recognize certain inescapable truths about what it
means to be a man.

Tuami comes to understand that there is much in

his world for which man is no match; man can neither comprehend the
unknowns in life nor can he effectively take action against them.
One cannot cope with the "darkness of the world." Retaliation is
doomed to failure.

Lok leams what it means to be defeated by

incomprehensible foes and stripped of all those who matter to you.
He thus comes to understand the human burden of mortality.

Mourn

ing both his loss and his new knowledge, he assumes the position
by the fire which Mai took when he gave in to death.

Tuami's and

Lok's recognitions are similar in that each individual has learned
the boundaries of his existence. Such a growth in understanding,
especially on Tuami*s part, is good—if only because man is no longer
able to delude himself about the reality of human evil once he poss
esses this knowledge.

Ill
In Pincher Martin, as in Lord of the Flies, a single character
represents the good.

The two works also share thematic similarities:

Evil is human and would vanish if the mind
could alter its theme, is what the queer
religious Nathaniel tells Prcsnetheus-Pincher
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in the last, Aeschylean novel, it is also
what Simon, the sick visionary discovers in
Lord of the Flies.
Nathaniel is alone in his goodness; the other individuals that people
Pincher's hallucinations are victims of his greed rather than char
acters with their own moral values.

There is no good to be found

in Pincher Martin whose character dominates the novel.

As Golding

himself has noted:
He's a fallen man, yes. Very much fallen-he's fallen more than most, you see....I
v^ent out of my way to damn Pincher as much
as I would by making him the most unpleasant,
the nastiest type I could think of, and I
was interested to see how critics all over
the place said, "VJell, yes, we are like
that."^^
The basic contrast between good and evil for William Golding
is particularly evident in the contrast between the attitudes of
Pincher and Nathaniel toward other people.

Martin treats Nat con

temptuously and despises him for his success with Mary.
Christ how I hate you. I could eat you. Because
you fathomed her mystery, you have a right to
handle her transmuted cheap tweed, because you
both have a place where I can't get; because in
your fool innocence you've got what I had to get
or go mad.^^
None of Pincher's malice is found in Nat who possesses Simon's

12 Carl Neimeyes, "The Coral Island Revisited," College English
XXII, 245.
"Bending Over Backward," 668.
Pincher Martin, 92.
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intuitive ability to perceive truths about others and anticipate
coming events.

He forecasts Martin's island hell.

Take us as we are now and heaven would be
sheer negation. Without form and void.
You see? A sort of black lightening
destroying everything that we call life.15
Prophecy is not good in itself; instead, it is a conconunitant of
understanding which is good.

Nathaniel believes that there is a

connection between himself and Martin.

That connection is, of course,

due partly to his function as a prophet of Martin's future as well
as to their subsequent associations through Mary and on the destroyer.
However, when Nat tells Martin the truth about himself, he is
rudely rebuffed. Nat maintains:
"You have an extraordinary capacity to
endure."
"To vihat end?"
"To achieve heaven."
"Negation?"
"The technique of dying into heaven."
"No thanks. Be your age, Nat..."
"You could say that I know it is important
for you to understand about heaven—about dying—
because in a few years—"1^
Nat cares about other people's welfare and happiness.
only about his own pleasures.

Martin cares

Nat makes an effort to help others;

Martin only extends himself when he personally will benefit.

Nat

is "concerned with his aeons;" Martin focuses his attention on the
present moment.

Nat is good because he understands human evil, treats

others with kindness and consideration, and recognizes that there is

Pincher Martin, 63.
16
Pincher Martin, 64-65.
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more to life than the immediate moment.

For him, life has an im

portant moral dimension, and he acts accordingly.

Both characters

represent the fact that man is given chances to leam the truth about
himself which he rejects.

Nat's compassionate interest in Martin

and his intuitive perceptions about Martin's spiritual dilemma are
thus rejected. However, this passage clearly demonstrates the fact
that Nat's role in Pincher Martin is like that of Simon in Lord of
the Flies.
Not only does Martin ignore Nat's advice and the value system
Nat represents, Martin eventually plans to murder his friend.

The

symbolic meaning of that intention on Martin's part is clear; the
man totally dedicated to evil feels compelled to destroy the repre
sentative of good.

As one critic notes,

Nat represented the chance for Martin to
become Christopher the Christ-bearer instead
of Pincher, to become a face instead of a snarl,
for his hands to link in prayer and not become
lobster claws.
Although his advice and his standards are ignored, Nat--the repre
sentative of good—is present in this novel because the possibility
of good is always present in the moral world of William Golding.

IV
Golding explains in Free Fall that he believes, "People are
the walls of our rooms, not philosophies."^^

This statement explains

Michael Quinn, "An Unheroic Hero: VJilliam Golding's 'Pincher
Martin,'" Critical Quarterly, 4 (Autumn 1962) 250.
Free Fall, 226.
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the fact that in all four novels this author presents the good not
in the abstract but as it possesses and is practiced by human beings.
Good, according to Golding, is found within man, but not within all
men.

A number of characters in Free Fall are good; they include

Sammy's Ma, Johnny, and Nick Shales.
Ma, a simple creature like Lok, knows how to enjoy the pleasures
of the moment.

She "shared pleasure round like a wet nurse's teat,

absorbed gustily laughing and sighing."Totally human and totally
kind. Ma does not use other individuals to her advantage; she is in
capable of cruelty.
She
She
She
She
She

terrifies but she does not frighten.
neglects but she does not warp or exploit.
is violent without malice or cruelty.
is adult without patronage or condecension.
is warm without possessiveness.^O

If Ma is the good human who accepts her condition with gusto and with
out pretension, Johnny is the good drearaer.

He, like Ma, lives for

the present "careless of what has been and what is to come."^^

He

is a king among men because of his "natural goodness and generosity."
Sammy's admiration for fag cards picturing the kings of Egypt is
similar to his admiration for Johnny because it is motivated by a
belief that people should have the dignity that this friend and the
fag card kings possess.

Nick Shales is good because of his innate

respect for the humanity of his fellow human beings.

Free Fall, IS.
Free Fall, 15-16.

Although a

Fall, 131.
Free Fall, 190.
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teacher of science, he does not deduce his moral standards from the
rationalist's view of the universe.

Instead, his moral distinctions

are made from the viewpoint of a human being who cares about his
fellows.
Although Sammy himself admits that he is guilty, rather than
good, he has in the German prison camp a visiaa of the good.

This

mystical experience teaches him that good is possible in the human
world only when one practices:
...a kind of vital morality, not the
relationship of man to remote posterity
not even to a social system, but the
relationship of individual man to individual
man....the forge in which all change, all
value, all life is beaten out into a good or
a bad shape.

V
Good, according to IVilliam Golding, is not a matter of abstract
ideals such as faith or justice but of human action.

Tne individuals

who are presented as good in these novels act at all times with
bravery, dignity, kindness, and generosity.

Those viho are good

respect the separate integrity of their fellows and revere tlie miracle
of human life, although tliey may at the same time be completely aware
of man's many vices.
There are three different degrees of acquaintance with the good
in Golding's moral world.

23 Free Fall, 189.

In the first case, the totally good man
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is innocent of the existence o£ an alternative to his innate morality--as in the case of Lok, Ma, and Johnny.

In the second instance,

the totally good man recognizes the possibility of sin and the de
pravity of his fellows but remains unstained by moral degradation
or temptation.
attitude.

Simon and Nathaniel are examples of this moral

The third case, oddly enough, is that of the guilty man

who recognizes the presence of sin—as do Ralph and Tuami—or the
possibility of good—as does Sammy Mountjoy.

All three know "the

flake of fire fall" which is the saving knowledge of human evil
which makes living the good life possible.

Such a recognition is

in itself good because these individuals have recognized the
limitations of their existence.

They leam man is evil at heart.

Their new knowledge of human weakness may eventually bring then to
a point at which they becrane able to practice the supreme good.
Tnat good is both obscure and obvious, difficult yet easy; it
consists of practicing the Biblical admonition, "As ye would that
men should do to you, do ye also to them likewise."

Chapter IV
"Out of the Hidden Invisible"
The Sources of Good
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William Golding believes that evil's sources are within man.
Good, in contrast, manifests itself in the actions of certain men
but is not found in all individuals. He thinks good individuals
live in a world separate from that of the wicked or guilty men
and are "not caught in the terrible net where we guilty ones are
forced to torture each other.The guilty torture one another be
cause they are never absolutely certain whether the universe operates
according to scientific laws or according to moral laws.

Because

the guilty are trapped by that indecision, they are constantly torn
between two courses of action in the world.

They may take the ra

tional course of action, which assumes that the universe is entire
ly scientific, and do what they wish or what seems expedient at the
moment.

Or, the guilty may take the spiritual course, which assumes

that the universe is predicated upon certain moral laws and do what
they sense to be right or moral.

The guilty cannot escape this

dilemma for no matter how much scientific evidence is supplied them
about their universe, they are haionted by a belief that the universe
operates according to moral standards rather than rational facts.

^ Free Fall, 250.
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The good individual does not suffer from that tension; he acts
instinctively in a moral fashion.

Golding includes a number of in

dividuals in his novels who illustrate the truth of this statement
and analyzes the manner in which those individuals who are instinct
ively good came to be so.

In addition, particularly in Free Fall,

Golding presents the source of good as its possibility beccmes
apparent to the guilty man.

In Golding's moral universe, certain

special individuals are able to tap the source of good continually;
others discover that source in moments of extremity but are never
able to utilize it instinctively at all times.

Golding thus em

phasizes the plight of guilty man by showing him as cognizant of his
possibilities but unable to realize his potential of perfect good.
Simon is the only boy in Lord of the Flies capable of tapping
the source of good.

Words, even mental concepts formed in terms of

words, fail Simon whenever he tries to explain his perceptions.
Why?

The spiritual world Simon intuitively understands is limited

and defiled by words which are nothing more than the products of
human reason.

Consequently, Simon's perceptions often come to him

in terms of pictures or visions: note the Lord of the Flies pig's
head scene.

As the boys search for the beast on the mountain,

Golding explains, "However Simon thought of the beast, there rose
before his inward sight the picture of a human being at once heroic
and sick."^

No one else on the island possesses that "inward sight,"

but Ralph does come to understand the failings of human rationality

^ Flies, 96.
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and its products. No matter how many rules are made, they are in
sufficient when used in an attempt to order and direct man.

Con

sequently, "Tne world, that understandable and lawful world ^TlipsT"
away,"^ and the island becomes an inferno.
The "inward sight" Simon possesses is not rational. It is a
product of intuitive understanding, a faculty which transcends
human reason and enables man to contact the spiritual center of the
universe, which Golding terms "the hidden invisible."

Hiat contact

can be made only when the individual recognizes the folly of attempt
ing to explain his world with reason and intellect alone.

Simon

has no illusions about man's basic morality or about the efficacy of
reason.

Simon—unlike Piggy—knows that order, rules, and human

reason are not intrinsic sources of good, although man often be
lieves them to be.

Ralph, like Piggy, cherishes certain illusions

about man's ability to control himself and the external world with
reason but those illusions are destroyed in the holocaust at the
novel's end.

There is no rational cause for the hatred and ferocity

with which the boys hunt Ralph.

Ironically enough, the senseless

beastial cruelty Ralph experiences catapults him into a new under
standing of himself and his fellows.

He arrives at that understand

ing by emotional, rather than rational, avenues.

Mis new perception

of man's basic evil is in itself good; its source is the source of
all good which itself is spiritual and emotional rather than rational

^ Flies, 84.
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and intellectual.

The "hidden invisible" cannot be approached with

the mind; it must be recognized by the heart.

II
The Inheritors presents the "new men" as savage and evil while
Lok and his tribe are not.
does the family tap?"

The question is, "What source of good

The answer lies, surprisingly enough, not in

an ability which Neanderthal man possessed but in an ability he
lacked—a facility with language and symbolic thought.

The family's

groping attempts to express themselves verbally demonstrate two of
their important characteristics.

First, their language is too

elemental to express adequately their feelings and memories; secondly,
lacking a language developed enough to give form to their ideas,
these men cannot be said to think--they are able only to visualize.
For example when Ha, searching for firewood, is attracted and
murdered by the new people, none of the family can comprehend what
has occurred, itfhen Nil searched, she found the smell of "'Ha and
anotlier,'" but "'There is no Ha.

The Ha scent has ended.'"

Even

wise Mai can only reply, "'I cannot see this picture.'"4
llie people's rudimentary linguistic abilities make it im
possible for them to conceive of consciously willed evil.

Fa's ac

count of the tragedy which has befallen her tribe demonstrates their
inability to grasp the connection between cause and effect which is
so necessary to abstract thought processes:

Inheritors, 67-6S.
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The new people took the log and Mai died.
Ha was on the cliff and a new man was on
the cliff. Ha died. Ihe new man came to
the overhang. Nil and the old woman died.^
Fa is unable to distinguish between Mai's accidental death and the
murders.

If one defines innocence as that state in which one is

without knowledge of guilt as well as without guilt itself, Lok
and his tribe are innocent because they have no words such as fear,
murder, hate, lust, and consequently no concept of sin or guilt.
The family sees the world innocently because they have neither the
intelligence nor the vocabulary to understand evil intent. In a
BBC interview Frank Kermode maintained that The Inheritors implies
that the source of the family's moral superiority is their use of
emotion and intuition rather than reason:
It seems to me that The Inheritors develops a
theme which is extremely original and for which
you can scarcely have any kind of literary support
in the past....which is the idea that the man who
meditates is a guilty man, that the power of medi
tation, in the sense in which we understand medita
tion, is an aspect of human guilt, and that human
guilt is inseparable from a particular kind of
human development.^
Evidence that Golding means to link language as it facilitates
meditation to human guilt is supplied in The Inheritors.

Late in the

novel, Golding demonstrates the consequences for man of developing
the ability to use language in forming abstract ideas.

Golding

^ Inheritors, (New York, Pocket Books, 1963) 117-118.
^ "Bending Over Backwards," 668.
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does so by presenting the change in Lok caused by his most sophisti
cated achievement in the use of language.
Lok discovered "Like." He had used likeness
all his life without being aware of it. Fungi
on a tree were ears, the word was the same but
acquired a distinction by circumstances that could
never apply to the sensitive things on the side of
his head. Now, in a convulsion of understanding
Lok found himself using likeness as a tool as sure
ly as ever he had used a stone to hack at sticks or
meat. Likeness could grasp the white-faced hunters
ivith a hand and could put them into the world where
they were thinkable and not a random and unrelated
erruption....
"The people are like a famished wolf in the
hollow of a tree...."
"They are like the river and the fall, they are
a people of the fall; nothing stands against them."^
These thoughts do not reduce Lok's sense of the threat posed by the
new people but increase it.

Lok has discovered a way of thinking or

meditating about them, but these "likenesses" do not destroy fear;
they feed it by expressing the futility of Lok's position.

As he

becomes more adept at using language, Lok becomes increasingly
frightened and less confident.

Now threats to his person exist be

cause he can attach to them a specific name.

His mind can grasp

evil intent only when such threats are made real in his mind by
means of language.
The Inheritors, like Lord of the Flies, demonstrates that
William Golding suspects man's intellect. Here, as in the first
novel, the sources of good are iirational and nonverbal.

Lok and

his people live morally because they know of no other way to behave.

7

Inheritors
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The necessities of existence preoccupy them entirely.

In The

Inheritors William Golding pictures a Garden of Eden before the
fruit of knowledge was plucked.

His garden, like that in Genesis,

is inhabited by beings who are vrfiolly innocent.

Ill
We have said that in the moral world of William Golding the
source of good is approached by man along emotional, intuitive ave
nues.

In Pincher Martin Nathaniel Walterson has an emotional con

nection with the world of spirit where good resides.

As a conse

quence, he rejects all the material evidences of human existence
which to Martin are the sum total of his grasping life.

For Nat

...life itself with all its touches, tastes,
sights, and sounds and smells had been at a
distance from him. He would go on enduring
until custom made him indifferent. He would
never find his feet in the Navy because those
great feet of his had always been away out
there, attached by accident while the man in
side prayed and waited to meet his aeons,®
The failure of Martin's attempt to reconstruct material existence in
his island hell implies Golding's belief that Nat's approach to life
is valuable while Pincher's is not.

All his life, Martin has been

"chasing after—a kind of peace"^ which he has never found.

Because

Nat has found that peace by seeing the material world as relatively
inconsequential, Martin despises his "sheer niceness" and feels his

® Pincher Martin, 45.
^ Pincher Martin, 96.
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"breath come short with maddened liking and rage."l®

His is a

jealous reaction caused by his resentment of the natural, vital
morality which Nat seems to practice effortlessly.

Martin can never

achieve that morality if he continues to place all his faith in
education, intelligence, and material objects.
Itfhen at the most dreadful extremity of his torture Martin is
addressed by God, he misinterprets the universe in a typical rationa
list's fashion. '"I have created you and I can create my own
heaven.'"
"•You have created it,'" comes the response. Pincher then
mutters:
I prefer it. You gave me the power to choose and
all my life you led me carefully to this suffering
because ray choice was ray own. Oh yes! I understand
the pattern. All ray life, whatever I had done I
should have found myself in the end on that same
bridge, at that same time, giving that same order the right order, the wrong order. Yet, suppose I
climbed away from the cellar over the bodies of
used and defeated people, broke them to make steps
on the road away from you, why should you torture
me? If I ate them, who gave me a raoutn?ll
The reply is simple, "'There is no answer in your vocabulary.'"
Again man's reasons and his v;ords fail.

Nat's prayers connect him

with the infinite and the world of the spirit; Pincher's words are
threats and curses which only divorce him from God and the possibili
ty of dying into heaven.

Good is achieved in the moral world of

Ivilliam Golding only by those who intuitively understand the power

Pincher Martin, 49.
Pincher Martin, 180.
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of the spirit and do not try to substitute for its efficacy the
surrogates of intellect and reason.

IV
Only in Free Fall does Golding clearly analyze the source of
good.

IVhen Sammy Mountjoy returns to the prison camp from his mop-

closet cell, like Lazarus or Christ returned from the dead, he is a
"man resurrected.At that moment he understands both good and
its source. He recognizes that the surrounding huts contain "sceptered kings," because he has finally perceived the dignity and in
tegrity of every human being.

At that point he, like Lok and his

family, celebrates the miracle of creation: "I lifted up my arms,
saw them too, and was overwhelmed by these unendurable richness as
possessions, either arm ten thousand fortunes poured out for me.''^^
At the same time he, like Simon, Nat, and Nick, has a perception of
selflessness:

"I raised my dead eyes, desiring nothing, accepting

all things and giving all created things away.
of use and language dropped from me."^'^

The paper wrappings

However, he is not simply

experiencing joy at his release and health. His experience is much
more for he recognizes the internal harmony of the created earth;
Everything was related to everything else and
all relationship is either discord or harmony.
The power of gravity, dimension and space, the
movement of the earth and sun and unseen stars,
these made which might be called music and I
heard it.^^

Free Fall, 186.

Free Fall, 186.

Free Fall, 186.

15 pree Fall, 187,
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Mountjoy then explains the spiritual heart of the new realm of
being he has experienced, the miraculous center of being where good
has its source.

He explains that it is a place

I did not know existed, but which I had forgotten
merely; and once found, the place was always there,
sometimes open and sometimes shut, the business
of the universe proceeding there in its own mode,
different, indescribable.^^
How did Sammy Mountjoy come to this pinnacle of experience frcan
which he ccanprehends the miraculousness of his universe? He, like
Pincher Martin, is confronted in extremity by the principle of
eternity.

Martin rebels against the challenge of the black lighten

ing and is reduced to a pair of lobster claws, nothing more.
Mountjoy, in contrast, recognizes the principle and consequently
is "visited by a flake of fire, miraculous and pentecostal; and
fire transmuted me, once and for all."l^ Consigned by Halde to a
small dark cell, Mountjoy had become panic-striken and cried out
for help.

This cry
...was instinctive, said here is flesh of which
the nature is to suffer and do thus. I cried
out not with hope of an ear but as accepting a
shut door, darkness, and a shut sky....When a
man cries out instinctively he begins to search
for a place where help may be found....But in
the physical world there was neither help nor hope
of weakness that might be attacked and overcome.
The bars were steel, were reinforcements of
surrounding concrete. There was no escape from
the place, and the snake, the rat struck again
from the place away from now into time. It

Free Fall, 187.
Free Fall, 5.
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struck with full force backwards into time past,
saw with the urgency of present need that time
past held only blame for a quieter moment....The
future was the flight of steps from terror to
terror, a mounting experiment that ignorance of
what might be a bribe, made inevitable. The thing
that cried fled forward over unimaginable steps
that were all that might be borne, were more,
were too searing for the refuge of madness, were
destructive of the centre. The thing that screamed
left all living behind and came to the entry where
death is close as darkness against eyeballs.
And burst that door.
Never again can Sammy "take this world for granted."!^

He is

"surrounded by a universe like a burst casket of jewel."^0

He

refers to himself as dead throughout this chapter and means the
term literally.

His experience simulated death and thus transcended

normal objective human tiiought and existence.

In the moral world

of ivilliam Golding, the source of good is absolutely outside the
realm of the guilty man's experience except in moments of extremity.
Golding believes that the source of good is a spirit which
"breathes through the universe and does not touch it, touches only
the dark things held private, incommunicado, touches, judges, sen
tences, and passes on."^^

He never calls that spirit God. It is

simply a dimension in which "love flows along until the heart, the
physical heart, this pump or alleged pump makes love as easy as a
bee makes honey.It is also, however, distinguished by "a

Free Fall, 184-185.

Free Fall, 253.

Free Fall, 192.

Free Fall, 188.

Free Fall, 187.
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compassion...timeless and without mercy.Some individuals
exist continually in that dimension; they are the innocent.

It is

a dimension which human words cannot explain and which offers a
vital morality no human value system can supply.

William Golding's

four moral parables are predicated upon his conviction that the
spiritual center of the universe is ideal love.

Pincher Martin, 184.

Chapter V
"The Dark Centre"
Conclusion
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William Golding believes that men are either good, wicked, or
guilty.

Good men, like Simon, Lok, Nat, or Ma instinctively draw

on the one great source of good, ideal love.

Their recognition of

that good is emotional and spiritual rather than intellectual.
intuitively treat others with love, kindness and respect.

They

Although

Golding sees good men as recognizing and accepting all human limita
tions, Golding also sees them as "the innocent."

The good are

innocent not because they are totally ignorant of evil but because
they are incapable of committing an evil act. Golding's point is
clear:
sin.

he who lives according to the principle of ideal love cannot

Hie principal of love is so successful as a source of moral

standards that the individuals coimnitted to it cannot be evil.
iVicked people are incapable of good because they are ignorant
of ideal love and its value.

Evils such as murder, lust, and greed

which are ccanmitted by Jack, Vivani, and Pincher Martin violate the
rights and integrity of other men.

The wicked commit these acts

because they conduct their lives selfishly; they recognize only
their own private needs and desires.
using love as a source of morality.

These people are incapable of
They cannot even approach that

ideal because their world totally excludes the dimension of spirit.
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Emotion and intuition are ignored by the wicked in favor of ration
ality.

Consequently, these individuals cannot communicate with the

world of the spirit because, according to Golding, emotion and in
tuition are the only avenues of communication between man and the
realm of the spirit.
Golding believes that good men and wicked men therefore inhabit
two moral worlds so totally separate that neither group ever recog
nizes the other's existence.

The world of the good is totally moral;

the world of the wicked is totally amoral.

The third group, guilty

men like Sammy Mountjoy, recognize the existence of both worlds but
never belong to either.

Guilty man knows that he has sinned, i.e.

violated moral goods, and will sin again.

This knowledge haunts

him as does his knowledge that a state of total goodness exists which
he can never attain.

The guilty man is torn between relying on

reason alone, as do the wicked, and relying solely on emotion and
intuition, as do the good.
Golding's division of man into three categories of moral
excellence is based upon his conviction that there is a spiritual
dimension to human life which is absolutely beyond man's control.
If an individual's connection to the ideal love which comprises that
spiritual dimension is close, immediate, and the determining factor
in his life, he is good.

The man who is totally blind to the realm

of the spirit is wicked.

If a man recognizes the existence of spirit

but is incapable of allowing it to dominate his life, he is one of
the guilty.

Both the wicked and the guilty attempt to give meaning
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to life with the dictates of faith or intellect. Such attempts to
explain life by means of an externally imposed system fail because
they do not enccjmpass the realm of spirit; they are exclusive.

Only

the realm of spirit, which is composed of absolute and ideal love,
can provide man with a full and inclusive explanation of life.
While the source of all good is found outside man and the pat
terns he has invented to explain his world, the sources of evil are
found within man.

Golding believes that the world's evils have

their source in man^s instinctive drives and in his intellect.

It

is, for example, man's intellect which invents patterns which
theoretically give meaning to human existence.
however, fail man.

Such patterns,

As Sammy Mountjoy explains:

I have hung all systons on the wall like a
row of useless hats. They do not fit. They
come in from outside, they are suggested
patterns,...But I have lived enough of my
life to require a pattern that fits over
everything I know; and where shall I find
that?l
Sammy subsequently leams that the pattern for which he has searched
has been there all the while, although he was blind to its existence.
It consists of the implicit relationship of all created things to
one another in the ideal love which is life's spiritual dimension.
There is an order implicit in the world of spirit which man has
stupidly ignored in favor of his own invented orders based on the
human intellect or human dogmas.

^ Free Fall, 6.
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That great all-encompassing order eminates from a place "always
there, sometimes open and sometimes shut, the business of the universe proceeding there in its own mode, different, indescribable."^
In this "fourth dimension"^ Sammy is overcome by wonder at the
miraculousness of the entire world, although at the time of his
vision he is a prisoner of war.

He then understands that morality

can be based on only one principle, "the relationship of individual
man to individual man" which is "the forge in ^^^lich all change, all
value, all life is beaten out into a good or bad shape.
According to Golding, man does not automatically undergo this
mystical experience of perceiving relevance and meaning in all life.
Instead, the guilty man who does not intuitively perceive the sig
nificance of spirit in human life can only come to know this truth
in exceptional circumstances.

As Golding explains:

The mode which we must call the spirit breathes
through the universe and does not touch it,
touches only the dark thing, held prisoner, in
communicado, touches, judges, sentences and
passes on.^
For example, Ralph's first real understanding of his fellow's total
lack of innocence and their resultant savagery comes as an over
whelming perception just as he has been miraculously rescued from
certain destruction at the boys' hands.

He has been reduced to a

"dark thing" by the boys' relentless pursuit.

IVhile he is not

2 Free Fall, 187.

Free Fall, 189.

^ Free Fall. 187.

^ Free Fall, 253.
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judged at that moment, he has certainly been touched by the realm of
spirit.

Pincher Martin, however, is both touched and judged in his

self-constructed hell.

Martin has always rejected the idea that

the universe might contain an element he could not manipulate; he
has even invented his own hell where he can at least control his own
punishment.

Eventually, however, his invention crumbles. He who .

though himself a real man on a real rock is reduced by his contact
with the realm of spirit to a pair of lobster claws on a papery is
land in a painted ocean.

"Everywhere else there was the mode that

pincher/ knew as nothing."^ This is realm of spirit for the wicked,
a realm of total negation vihich destroys everything Martin has
treasured "in a ccanpassion that was timeless and without mercy.
Just as there was no love in Pincher*s life, there is a void for
him after death.

He cannot die into heaven because he rejects its

first principle, love.

Lok's experience with the infinite, like

Ralph's, is one of perception rather than judgment.

Only after his

entire family has been destroyed does Lok understand mortality and
his own isolation.

As an indication of his new knowledge, he per

forms an act with great symbolic significance; he huddles beside
the family's dead fire in the posture in which his people are
traditionally buried.
life's limitations.

By observing death, Lok has come to understand

Mountjoy experiences the world of the spirit

when he is literally "held prisoner, incommunicado" in a German

^ Pincher Martin, 184.

^ Pincher Martin, 184.
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prison camp. His experience transforms the sordid camp into a
world of miracles.
Each of these four men is touched by the spirit at a time when
he is totally vulnerable.

Each is permanently altered but not

necessarily improved by his encounter with the realm of the spirit.
All of these experiences occur in circumstances involving great
pain, but in each instance the pain is far more psychological than
physical. Each man's perception of his experience with the infinite
is intuitive rather than rational.

Each, however, comes to under

stand a truth about humanity he had not known before.
of "the darkness of man's heart;"

Ralph leams

Lok leams about mortality;

Pincher Martin leams that his eternal fate is total negation;
Sammy Mountjoy leams that the sole source of morality is love and
the intrinsic relationships between all created things.
Agonizing pain and the actual threat of death produce each man's
intuitive experience.

In such a crisis man's rationality fails him;

neither pain nor death fit any human rational construct.
rationally conceive of death as an actuality.

Man cannot

I'/hile the mind can

experience pain, it cannot deal with suffering on a rational level.
In such extremities--witness the dilemma of Ralph or that of Sammy—
man must tum to a faculty otner than reason.
cannot be approached along rational avenues.

Tne realm of spirit
Vvhen man deserts his

usual dependence on reason because of pain or fear of death, he
perceives life's fourth dimension, that of spirit.

Within each man
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there exists a segment of that spiritual dimension, his "centre"^
which is free to bring intuitive perceptions from the spiritual
world only when he deserts rationality because he finds himself in
some sort of agonizing extremity.

For Golding beyond reason man has

another mode of perception:
It is the unnameable, unfathomable and invisible
darkness that sits at the centre of him, always
awake, always different from what you believe it
to be, always thinking and feeling what you can
never know it thinks and feels, that hopes hope
lessly to understand and to be understood. Our
loneliness is the loneliness not of the cell or
the castaway; it is the loneliness of that dark
thing that sees as at the atom furnace by re
flection, feels by remote control, and hears only
words phoned to it in a foreign tongue.^
Golding's moral vision is based upon his conviction that man's
most valuable possession is this "dark centre" within us all.

The

dark center is man's single communication link with the realm of
the spirit.

The good live instinctively in accord with the dictates

of that center.

Thus they are immediately and directly in touch

v^ith the vital morality of spirit or ideal love at all times.

Tney

consequently act with love and a sense of the clear relationships
among all created things.
exists.

The wicked live as though no such center

Their morality is the relative morality of the intellect

which judges an act good or evil in terms of its convenience or
workability.

The guilty recognize the existence of that center and

^ Pincher Martin, 184.

^ Free Fall, 8.
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consequently of the realm of spirit but, like Sammy Mountjoy, are
tortured by their failure to live instinctively by its vital
morality.

For Golding that "dark centre" within all men is the

key to morality.
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